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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATION OF DIGITAL SIMULATION OF AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

Feasibility and methods of digitally simulating generali2ed aircraft
systems were studied.

The following aircraft systems were considered: (1) wing flaps, (2) high
pressure pneumatic, (3) hydraulic, (4) engine control, (5) fuel, (6) land-
ing gear, and (7) electrical. To develop generalized systems, Fls-I,
MAD-1, A4D-2, FJ-2, P6M, F9F, F3H-2N, and F-102A aircraft were studied.

Logical flow charts accompanied by the mathematical relations necessary
to simulate digitally the indicated aircraft systems were prepared. It
has been established that simulation of these aircraft systems can be
preatly facilitated by the use of certain special devices. For a
particular aircraft to be simulated, the appropriate inputs and the general
simulation program could be combined by an assembly program to produce
an optimized object program. Analysis of the fuel and electrical systems
showed that simulation and generalization of these systems can best be
accomplished by the development of an assembly program. A computer word
(or words) having digits corresponding to the inputs and outputs of a
system could be used to control most of the simulation logic. Incorpora-
tion of these special devices could significantly reduce equipment
requirements and aid systems simulation.

-ii-.
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FOREWORD

With the advent of digital flight trainers such as UDOFTT (Universal
Digital Operational Flight Trainer), it became apparent that efficient
programming techniques had to be developed to minimize cost and increase
flexibility. One of the advantages of these trainers is their flexibility
which make interchanginp of an aircraft or one of the systems of an aircrIft
undergoing simulation fairly simple. In this respect, the ease and speed
of program alteration becomes important. The purpose of this project was
to develop techniques that will aid in eliminating the necessity of wrrit-
inf a program for each aircraft, and instead use one standard program
and change the parameters -describing the system characteristics whenever
a substitute is to be made.

This project inve.,tigated the feasibility and techniques of digitally
simulating the following aircraft systemis:

1. Engine control
2. Landing gear
3. Wing-flaps
4. High-pressure pneumatic
5. Hydraulic
6. Fuel

9 7. Electrical

The equations describing these systems were derived in a generalized manner
aoplicable to the simulation of many aircraft types.

The results of the project tends to prove the feasibility of this
approach. The result of the proram is a set of lofical flow charts
accompanied by mathematical relations necessary for the dif ital simulation
of malfunctions and the possibility of using autometic programming techniques.

ALFRED hS INRAUCH
Project Engineer

_7kT 91F'ISCHER

Head, Computer Branch
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SECTION II. INTRODUCTION

Under Contract N 61339-772 issued by the U.S. Naval Trainin Device
Center, Goodyear Aircraft Corporation (GAC) has completed a-o investi-
gation of the digital simulation of generalized aircraft systems.
The final product of this program is a set of logical flow charts
accompanied by the mathematical relations necessary for digital
simulation of the following aircraft systems:

1 Wing flaps
2. High-pressure pneumatic
3. Hydraulic
4. Engine control
5. Fuel
6. Landing gear
7. Electrical

The mathematical relations are appropriately presented in either
equation or statement form. For both forms, GAC has attempted to
maintain a generality of application to marr aircraft. To facilitate
digital programming and equipment design, these relations as well
as the associated logic have been reduced to concise forms.

To avoid repetition and redundancy, the illustration of programming
and simulation aids such as control words, steady rate, indexing,
looping, etc., is given in considerable detail only in the first few
systems presented. The repetitious detail is gradually decreased
thereafter. It is believed that an average programmer could project
these methods into the systems in which they are only indicated. In
fact, these methods are merely suggested and are not intended as an
imposition. They may be modified according to the option of the
individual programmer.

The general methods of approach used in the study are presented in
the Phase 1 reporta and will not be reproduced here. In this report
primary consideration is given to presentation of the end product of
the study.

To demonstrate the simulation of different operational modes of the
A4D and F4H systems, dotted and dashed lines are inserted in the
basic flow charts to indicate the logic of these modes of operation.
Preparation of input data for simulation of the A4D and F4H is
illustrated in Appendices A and B.

a GE-9729: Investigation of Digital Simulation of Aircraft Systems,

Phase 1, Technical Report No. 1. Akron, Ohio, Goodyear Aircraft
Corporation, 19 April 1960.

* -1-
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SECTION III. RESULTSg CONCLUSIONS AND RECC!MMDATIONS

This study has established the feasibility for and methods of digitally
simulating the generalized aircraft systems listed above. It has also
been established that simulation of certain systems can be greatly
facilitated by the use of some special devices.

One such device is an assembly program. It could be used to optimize
the general program for a particular simulation. It could even be
used to set up the logic and actually develop the digital program to
simulate a particular aircraft. It is evident from the material pre-
sented in the appendices that a considerable amount of effort would
be necessary to prepare some of the generalized systems simulations
for a particular aircraft. For example, the fuel system simulation
would require the expenditure of considerable effort. The methods
used in data preparation and the establishment of exact logic are
quite lengthy because of the inherent nature of the system. To
preserve generality and to avoid repetitious manual assembly, it is
recommended that consideration be given to an assembly program. In
this manner, complete optimization of the general simulation for a
given aircraft can be performed automatically by a computer.

Another device is the control word. This is simply a computer word
(or words) having digits corresponding to the inputs and outputs of

a system. This facilitates the performance of the logic of a simu-
lation since the computer need not perform arithmetic operations to
perform the basic branching involved. Also, such a control word can
be used to establish, automatically, a priority for simulating any
given system.

Since the aircraft and their associated systems are quite different,
the degree of generalization among the systems simulations varies.
In any case, the simulations are general enough to cover several
aircraft, including the AkD and F4H.

With the advent of more complex aircraft and corresponding training
devices, future application of generalized systems simulations
implemented by the above special devices appears to be a very worth-2
while consideration.

This study has indicated that a digital computer with a capability
of high-speed branching is needed. A feature enabling a decision to
be made by testing a particular digit of a given computer word would
allow the use of control words.

-2-
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In addition to the principal requirement of high-speed logic, a time
reference is also needed. This, of course, could be a nonreal-time
reference if the computer, simulation, or other conditions so dictated.

The estimated memory capacity of the computer includes all storage
used, whether for data, program, control words, address modification,
etc. The required memory capacity for simulating the seven aircraft
systems would be approximately 10,000 computer-word storage locations.
This storage requirement was determined on the basis of the infor-
mation presented below.

This number, a maximum, is based on the condition that the generalized
aircraft systems be programmed for simulation as presented in this
report. The basic concept is that only one general simulation program,
although it may be large and complicated, need be written to simulate
several aircraft. This concept will greatly facilitate changing from
one aircraft simulation to another, since the same program would be
used in either case. Only the input data and the electrical connection
to the trainer cockpit need be changed when aircraft are changed.

* This technique is in direct contrast to the present analog systems
in which the entire training device must be manufactured when it is
desired to simulate a new aircraft. Over a period of time, the cost
of manufacturing new analog trainers will rise, while the cost of
digitally simulating general aircraft systems will be reduced to
the simple maintenance and operating costs of one digital computer.
Also, the time to load new data into a digital computer and make
general electrical connections is negligible compared to the time
required to design, develop, and manufacture an analog device that
will ultimately perform the same simulation.

Since most aircraft simulations will not require all parts of the
generalized digital simulation program, it would seem informative
to compare the computer storage requirements for simulating a
particular aircraft with the general storage requirements previously
mentioned. For example, two cases for the A4D will be considered:
(1) it is estimated that 6000 storage locations would be adequate
to simulate the systems discussed herein for the AD, if the general
simulation program were used, assuming that the entire general program
is available to the simulation within the computer but that only those
parts applicable to the A4D are used; and (2) if the general program
or general flow charts are optimally assembled for the ALD so that
only a specific program for that aircraft is available to the simu-
lation within the computer, then 3500 storage locations should be
adequate to simulate the systems discussed herein.

-3-
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The basic difference between the two cases is that for the first
case, a detailed general program would be used to simulate a relatively
simple aircraft; in the second case, a special optimum program con-
taining only the basic necessities for simulating a particular
aircraft would be used.

The estimated computer speed required for a complete simulation cycle
of seven aircraft systems is based on the total number of operations
possible during a cycle. The types of operations are divided into
the following groups:

Type of operation Total number of operations by type

Logic 13,000
Addition and subtraction 7,500
Multiplication and 1,000
division
Storing 4 ,000
Miscellaneous 500

It should be noted that an average operation time of approximately
2pusec is necessary for a 50-millisecond (msec) cycle time.

The total number of operations during a simulation cycle is again
based on a program that would result from programming the generalized
flow charts and equations presented in this report; that is, the
total number of operations per cycle for simulating the seven systems
of the most complicated aircraft that can be simulated with such a
program.

To make a comparison of computer speed requirements, the two methods
for simulating the A4D defined by Cases 1 and 2 , abore, will be
considered again on the basis of a 50-msec cycle time. Average
operation times of 10 usec and 75 psec should be adequate to simulate
the AlD for Cases 1 and 2, respectively. It should be noted that
reductions in computer requirements from the maximum values to the
Case 1 values result from the relative simplicity of the AbD.
Reductions in computer requirements from Case 1 values to Case 2
are due to the implementation of an assembly program. Thus, it
becomes increasingly evident that assembly techniques should be
investigated further.
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It is believed that by implementing the assembly program, the number
of operations for a simulation cycle could be significantly reduced.
In some cases, a reduction by a factor of 10 might be expected in
going from a Case 1- to Case 2-type simulation. A smaller factor,
perhaps two, would apply to the corresponding reduction of storage.
It is suggested that allowance be made for possible future expansion.

It should be noted that the above estimates are quite conservative
and that only average programming is assumed. Moreover, the simu-
lation of aircraft systems as presented in this report is intended to
approach more closely the actual systems than many of the past
simulation methods.

With competent programming and possible reduction of the present
simulation to a less approximate one, considerable reduction of
computer requirements could be experienced.

3
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SECTION IV. DISCUSSION

A. Wing Flaps System.

The components and functions of a general wing flaps system are:

1. Part of the trailing edge of the aircraft wing
that can be moved to modify the aerodynamics
of the aircraft

2. The necessary mechanical connection to the wing
3. The actuating valves and cylinders that transfer

hydraulic or pneumatic power to move the flaps
4. The electrical or mechanical pilot-operated

controls
5. A flap position indicator.

More specialized systems may have electric motors to move the
flaps, and some have a pressure relief or blowback feature that
prevents flap extension at certain air speeds; in other systems,
warning devices are activated by the improper use of flaps. All
these features are included in the simulation.

Slat systems (part of the wing leading edge) that do not operate
simultaneously with the flaps are not considered. It is assumed
that only symmetrical flap extensions can be made since most
flaps are mechanically connected for a given aircraft. In the
event an asymmetrical extension is desired in the simulation,
slight modifications in the routine will allow it to be repeated
once for each individual flap with the appropriate inputs.

The student pilot can have access to any or all of the following
controls and indicators, depending on the particular aircraft
being considered:

1. Normal flap control, including "flaps up,9 'flaps
down," and "flaps stop 0

2. Emergency flap control
3. Flap position indicator
h. Flap warning device
5. Flap warning device circuit breaker
6. Flap position indicator and flap control circuit

breaker

The insturctor has indicators similar to the pilot's, plus indi-
cators for each pilot's and instructor's controls. The instructor
can insert the following failures in the system during a simulation:

-6-
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1. A complete system freeze, permitting the instructor
to fix the flap position permanently, as long as
the freeze switch is on

2. A normal fail, which will fail the normal flaps
system; however, any available emergency system
can be employed for flap movement

3. A circuit breaker fail, which turns off the pilot's
circuit breaker

4. An indicator fail, which fails the flap position
indicator only

In addition to simulating the basic general flaps system, incor-
porating the above features, the simulation procedure provides
an output to aerodynamics and establishes the flap requirements
of other systems.

The basic flow chart (see Figure 1) for the general flap system
simulation is divided into 14 subroutines. The subroutines are
composed of the branching, computations, etc., necessary to per-
form their particular phase of the simulation. A detailed
description of each subroutine is given in Appendix A. A normal
"flaps up" situation is illustrated in the basic flow chart by
a dotted line for the A4D, while a normal "flaps down* situation
is illustrated by a dashed line for the FH.

B. High-Pressure Pneumatic System.

The pneumatic systems considered in the preparation of the
generalized simulation range in complexity from simple stored
pressure systems to completely automatic self-replenishing
systems with compressor units. In any case, the principal
functions of a high-pressure pneumatic system are to supply
pressure to the actuators for those subsystems that require
pressure and to provide outputs that indicate the operational
and functional status of the main system.

The basic operations involved in various pneumatic systems are
discussed briefly below. The components and functions common
to all aircraft with high-pressure pneumatic systems are:

1. Ground filter and pressure gage for ground-
charging the system

2. Lines and valves to transfer air pressure to
the storage tanks

-7-
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3. Pilot-controlled electrical or mechanical valves
from which the associated actuators receive pressure
from the storage tanks

Components and functions not common to all aircraft with high-
pressure pneumatic systems are:

1. Compressor - Some aircraft are equipped with
automatic compressor units that stabilize storage-
tank pressure during flight. Associated with the
compressor is a pressure transmitter that transmits
system pressure to a cockpit indicator; a pressure
switch that controls hydraulic or electric power
to the compressor; a relief valve that prevents
overpressurizing; a check valve to prevent pressure
loss through the compressor during ground charging;
a dehydrating unit; an engine bleed air filter; and

electrical power to operate the pressure switch,
transmitter, and indicator.

2. Priority valves - Particular aircraft with no
compressor units distribute pressure, through
priority valves, to selected actuators when insuf-
ficient pressure is available to meet all actuator
requirements.

3. Low-pressure switch and associated warning lights.
4. Pressure regulators and reducers - Pressure regulators

and reducers are used with acutators that require
regulated or reduced pressure.

5. Application counters and indicators - Application
counters and indicators are used to determine the
number of times a particular actuator may be powered.

6. Circuit breakers - Electrical power to the com-
pressor, indicators, and lights is controlled by
circuit breakers.

Actuators or subsystems powered by the generalized high-pressure
pneumatic system are:

1. Emergency flaperette
2. Emergency wheel brake (right)

3. Emergency wheel brake (left)
4. Emergency hydraulic pump
5- Emergency landing gear
6. Emergency flap extension

-8-
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7. Emergency slat extension
8. Emergency spoiler holddown
9. Emergency canopy aft

10. Emergency canopy forward
11. Normal canopy
12. Drag chute extension
13. Rudder feel
14. Gun charge
15. Gun gas doors
16. Mine door seal
17. Nose gear strut extension

The emergency applications are often implemented by pressurizing
hydraulic accumulators or by actuating cylinders. The AhD and
FJ-2 have no high-pressure pneumatic system.

This simulation is designed to perform digitally the necessary
calculations that describe the component functions discussed
previously in this section, with the following exceptions:

1. Dehydrating unit
2. Filter
3. Pressure regulators and reducers

Subroutines are used in calculating outputs to subsystems, since
in most cases the same basic equations can be used to describe
compressed air movement from a particular storage tank to the
associated actuator. In all but two or three special cases these
"outputs to subsystem calculations" are combined into one general
subroutine, which is computed once, with appropriate inputs, for
each subsystem. Indexing is used to determine storage locations
for the outputs and to proceed from one subsystem to the next.

In all the aircraft considered in this study, the pilot has little
direct control of the pneumatic system. His only direct controls
are circuit breakers. He may have pressure gages, low-pressure
warning lights, or application counter gages that indicate the
system status.

The instructor has indicators similar to those for the pilot,
with additional ones that show him what has been done to modify
the simulation. He has the following switches:

D -11-
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1. Ground charge switch - This switch allows a ground
charge to be simulated at the instructor's option.
It initially sets the system pressure, indicators,
and storage tanks (bottles) to the normal operating
level.

2. Indicator fail switch - This switch allows the in-
structor to fail the indicator only.

3. 'Leak' switch - This switch permits the instructor
to fail the main system pressure, but not individual
bottle pressure, by inserting a leak. The magnitude
of the leak or pressure decrement can be made pro-
portional to the time the switch is on.

4. Circuit breaker fail - This switch fails the pilot's
circuit breaker that controls electrical power to
the air compressor. The pilot may reset the circuit
breaker after the instructor's switch is turned off.

The basic flow chart for the general pneumatic system simulation
is divided into 12 subroutines, as illustrated in Figure 2. A
detailed description of these subroutines is given in Appendix B.
The normal simulation of the FH is indicated in Figure 2 by a
dashed line.

C. Hydraulic System.

The principal functions of a hydraulic system are to supply hydraulic
pressure to the proper actuators and to provide outputs to indi-
cators that show the system status. The hydraulic systems of the
aircraft studied vary in complexity from a simple single system
to as many as four complex systems with an additional emergency
system. All the systems studied were closed types. The components
and functions common to all aircraft considered are:

1. Reservoirs are used as hydraulic fluid storage units
to collect fluid from the return lines.

2. The pumps that pressurize the hydraulic system are
engine-driven, variable-volume-delivery types. The
volume output is a function of system pressure and
engine rpm.

3. Check valves and relief valves are used to control
the direction of fluid flow and to control maximum
system pressure.

4. Accumulators are used between pumps and actuators
to store hydraulic pressure. The accumulators dampen
pressure surges and provide pressure to actuators
when subsystem requirements are greater than pump output.

-12-
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5. Pressure transmitters located in the main pressure
supply lines transmit system pressure to the
pilot's indicators.

6. Filters remove foreign matter from the hydraulic
fluid.

7. Heat exchangers transfer heat from the hydraulic
fluid to engine fuel.

8. Subsystem-actuating cylinders apply hydraulic
power to the respective subsystems.

9. Control valves associated with actuators control
pressure application to the actuators.

10. Hydraulic fluid moves between the various com-
ponents through interconnecting lines.

The components and functions not common to all aircraft are:

1. Fluid shutoff valves allow the pilot to stop
fluid flow between reservoirs and pumps for
controlling a fire.

2. Replenishing systems are used to replace lost
fluid. These systems consist of a fluid
storage tank, lines, connectors, and a manual
pump.

3. A pressure indicating system indicates pressure
for each hydraulic pump.

4. A low-pressure warning system is provided for
each hydraulic system.

5. Selector switches allow the status (usually
pressure) of each hydraulic system to be read
on a single indicator.

6. Multiple actuators provide positive control of
main control surfaces. That is, more than one
hydraulic system is used to power these important
control surfaces.

7. Emergency pump operation is sometimes auto-
matically controlled by pressure switches;
otherwise, it is controlled manually.

8. Both manual and automatic priority valves are
used to distribute available pressure to
selected actuators.

9. Accumulator pressure gages indicate the amount
of stored pressure in each accumulator.

10. Assorted subsystems that require hydraulic and
electrical power are provided to operate the
various hydraulic systems.

~-15-
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f.. Circuit breakers are sometimes used in the main
electric circuits of the hydraulic system.

12. Pressure regulators and reducers control the
amount of pressure to particular actuators.

13. Fluid quantity gages provide fluid quantity
indications.

The principal subsystems that require hydraulic pressure for
operation are:

1. Wing flaps
2. All control surfaces

a. Ailerons
b. Rudders
c. Elevators
d. Spoilers
e. Elevons
f. Stabilizer
g. Stabilator, etc.

3. Mine door
4. Hydroflaps
5. Speed brakes
6. Landing gear
7. Wheel brakes
8. Rudder feel
9. Tail skid

10. Air compressor
11. Arresting hook
12. Wing fold
13. Wing slats
14. In-flight refueling probe
15. Fuel pumps

The general hydraulic system simulation performs all the calcu-
lations involved in describing the above component functions
except those for filters and the heat exchanger.

The similarities between the general pneumatic and hydraulic
systems permit the hydraulic system to be simulated by extending
the methods used for the pneumatic system simulation. The
simulation is performed as a subroutine that can be repeated
once for each hydraulic system, with appropriate inputs. Within
the subroutine, there are several smaller subroutines or loops.
The first such loop is concerned with pump simulation and this

-16-
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loop, or minor subroutine, is used once for each pump of a
particular system. The second loop, within the first, simulates
the accumulators associated with a particular pump. The third
loop, within the second, simulates the loads corresponding to a
particular accumulator.

The instructor will have indicators similar to the pilot's,with
additional ones to show what operations he and the pilot have
made. The instructor will be able to modify the simulation by:

1. A switch to fail the pump pressure indicator
2. A switch that will insert a volume decrement

or leak into any hydraulic system.
3. A switch to fail each system pressure indicator
4. Switches to fail the pilot's circuit breakers
5. Switches to fail any or all hydraulic systems

The complete simulation flow chart (see Figure 3) for the general
hydraulic system is divided into 18 subroutines, some of which
are individually subdivided in the flow chart for illustrative
purposes. in such cases the subdivisions are labeled with the
subroutine number folowed by small letter; e.g., III, Ia, IlIb,
etc. A complete description of each subroutine is given in
Appendix C. Normal hydraulic system simulation for the AhD is
indicated in the basic flow chart by a dotted line; steady-rate
simulation for the FH is indicated by a dashed line.

D. Engine Control System.

In developing the method of simulation discussed herein, emphasis
was placed upon flexibility with regard to simulating the various
kinds of engine control systems, as well as to the type of mal-
function that can be introduced in these control systems by the
instructor. Unfortunately, achieving greater system flexibility
also introduces greater system complexity. However, reasonably
accurate and complete routines have been established for the
following engine systems and conditions:

1. Engine clearing procedures
2. Air starts
3. Ground starts
4. Starter system
5. Engine ignition system
6. Conditions for engine relight

-17-
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7. Computation of oil system pressure
8. Computation of externally applied rotor torque
9. Conditions for fuel to be supplied to engine

and afterburner fuel pumps
10. Computation of fuel pressure
11. Emergency afterburner modulation system
12. Computation of engine fuel control fuel limits
13. Normal or emergency fuel control operation
14. Computation of fuel demand, fuel available, and

fuel supplied to main engine
15. Speed governor operation
16. Conditions for crmpressor stall and engine

flameout
17. Computation of fuel demand, fuel available, and

fuel supplied to afterburner
18. Conditions for afterbuenre light-off and blowout
19. Computation of jet nozzle area
20. Turbine exhaust-gas-temperature control system
21. Inlet guide vane and variable stator blade control

systems
22. Compressor air-bleed conti-ol

The overall engine systems simulation is subdivided into the 13
routines depicted in Figure 4. It is essential that the routines
be arranged in the manner indicated since information generated
in one routine must be established before the subsequent routines
can be properly completed.

Basically, these 13 routines establish all the independent engine
parameters: main fuel flow, afterburner fuel flow, nozzle area,
compressor bleed valves opened or closed, inlet guide vane and
stator blade position, and external rotor torque. These routines
also indicate when the various engine operating conditions have
been satisfied: compressor stall, main engine flameout and
relight, and afterburner light-off and blowout. Thus, the
engine simulation is essentially reduced to simulating the thermo-
dynamic relationships between the dependent engine parameters;
that is, temperatures, pressures, air flow, gross thrust, and rpm.
The engine systems simulation requires only the following dependent
variable inputs from the engine simulation: compressor-inlet
temperature, compressor-inlet total pressure, compressor-discharge
total pressure, compressor-discharge static pressure, turbine
exhaust-gas temperature, and engine rpm.
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The engine control system simulation incorporates considerable
latitude in instructor inputs and failures. The basic flow chart
in Fioure 4 does not include the specific inputs because the list
is too extensive. The following list of inputs details the
instructor's inputs to the simulation.

1. Ignition system failure
2. Oil system malfunction, partial pressure loss
3. Oil system malfunction, full pressure loss
4. Emergency afterburner system failed by

instructor
5. Failure of afterburner fuel pump
6. Failure of engine no. 1 fuel pump
7. Failure of engine no. 2 fuel pump
8. Emergency fuel control system failua,
9. Speed governor failed

10. Malfunction of engine control unit
11. Broken throttle linkage
12. Failure of engine fuel pump
13. Rich-lean flameout
14. Afterburner ignitor failed by instructor
15. Acceleration speed switch failed by instructor
16. Temperature override failed by instructor
17. Nozzle actuators failed by instructor

The engine starting routine checks that the engine is properly
cleared of excess fuel before it can be started. In addition,
the start routine checks all necessary starting parameters such
as electric ignition power available, proper rotor speed, and
starter operating properly. The oil pressure routine includes,
in addition to the normal oil pressure computation, provisions
for partial or full pressure loss by the instructor. In con-
junction with oil pressure loss, it is possible for the instructor
to introduce effects of a binding rotor. The simulation proceeds
to establish the amount of rotor torque on the rotor. Next the
conditions of fuel availability are resolved and the fuel transfer
functions are computed. These transfer functions describe the
pressure-delivery rate of the full system for the particular
combination of pilot instructor inputs existing at the moment.
The total fuel demand situation (both engines and afterburners)
is then resolved in the next routines, and the result compared
to the preceding fuel-transfer functions to determine the actual
flow rate of the system. When the conditions do not conform to
the proper limits for the engine, the logic calls for a compressor
stall or flameout as determined by Routine 9.
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Once the fuel requirements are known, the question of the after-
burner flow is adjusted on the basis of the remaining fuel flow
available. Routine 11 can then determine whether the afterburner
is capable of a light-off or force a blowout. Once the foregoing
conditions are known, the nozzle area and inlet guide vane situ-
ations can be computed in Routines 12 and 13.

E. Aircraft Fuel System: General Discussion of Fuel Transfer Computations

The general flow chart of the fuel system simulation is shown in
Figure 5. One aspect of the airplane fuel system must be considered;
it will be handled as part of the initial logic. The airplane fuel
system can feed the engines in the normal manner through the service
tank booster pumps. However, there are usually alternate modes
of supplying fuel, usually for emergency use only. For examplei
the output manifolds of tank 1 in Figure 5 are labeled P and G
for "pressure" and "gravity transfer.." The fuel bypass feeds
directly from tanks 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 to the engine fuel system.
The logic necessary to establish the state of lines B, P, and G.
is not difficult. However, complications arise when the negative
g feature is included. Because of these complications, it is
desirable to consider the negative g feature as a separate tank
with a special subroutine for the computations. Since the negative
g feature draws its fuel from the tank in which it is installed,
the program will be arranged to consider this as a separate tank.
The input fuel will be subtracted from the patron tank volume
when g becomes positive.

Blocks A and B are initializing logic and are discussed in
Appendix E, item B. Combining the current input data with the
initial logic will produce a set of manifold control words that
guide the succeeding computation in an efficient manner. In
addition to the conditions determined by the initial logic, there
are certain system situations that require consideration before
actual computation can be started. These considerations are the
negative g situation, mentioned above, the fuel vent and jettison
subroutines, and the refueling operation. Blocks E, F, G, H, I,
J, and K are provided for these special situations.

After these situations are computed, it is necessary to determine
the precise amount of fuel demand on the system. Blocks L and M
compute the present fuel demand on the airplane fuel system. The
lift between tanks must be computed and combined with incremental
pressure differences to adjust the line transfer functions for
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this iteration. Block 0 computes the required lifts. The fuel
transfer functions for each line are stored in memory and at this
point, the program combines the transfer functions for all lines,
adjusts them for the dynamic situation of the aircraft, and forms
a manifold transfer function. This function is used to determine
the manifold output pressure and fuel rate- Once these factors
are established, the program returns to the line transfer function
and determines the amounts of flow that each line is contributing.
This is done for all combinations of cases where the receiving
tank may be full, empty, partly full, increasing in volume, or
decreasing in volume. This process is repeated for all manifolds
and hence the rates for all active lines are determined. It is
then possible to sum input and output rates for each tank and
determine the new tank volumes for this iteration. It should be
noted that through the use of the manifold control word, only
active lines were computed, thereby saving much useless computing
time. Once the new tank volumes are known, the system is
sufficiently determined to read out new data to the pilot's
instruments and the other sections of the computer that require
the information.

The difficulty in manipulating involved equations, when adjusting 0
to changing dynamic situations, has been circumvented by the
transfer function method suggested in this approach. There is
also the additional advantage of being able to simulate a large
variety of transfer functions with the same approach.

The instructor's inputs to the program, included as shown in
Figure 5, will generally be reflected as changes in the input
switchinf data. However, additional input latitude is available
by operating on the fuel program readouts. By blocking a readout,
instrument failures can be simulated. The specific instrictor
input failures must be specified for each individual aircraft.
A possible list of fuel system failures suitable to the FhH
aircraft might be as follows:

1. Left-wing tank transfer valve failure
2. Right-wing tank transfer valve failure
3. Center external tank transfer valve failure
h. Right-wing external tank transfer valve failure
5. Left-wing external tank transfer valve failure
6. Failure of fuselage tank air pressure regulator
7. Failure of wing tank air pressure regulator
8. Failure of engine boost pumps, right pump
9. Failure of engine boost pumps, left pump high-

speed mode
.0. Open leak lines at various manifolds

-24-
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In addition to these direct failures, there are many side effects
from failures in other systems. For example, hydraulic power
failure will stop hydraulic fuel pumps.

The aircraft fuel system is concerned with the storage of fuel
and its transfer to the engine fuel system; as the fuel complement
changes during flight, the aircraft changes its flying characteristics.
Rotational inertia, center of gravity, and other factors depend
to a large extent on the status of the fuel system. The pilot
has various indicators that read out the status of the fuel
system during flight.

The aircraft fuel simulation will furnish realistic output data
in compliance with input pilot (and instructor) decisions. The
fuel simulation is set up by the programmer with the aid of a
detailed assembly program. When the fuel system is computed,
the state of the entire system is known. The basic approach to
computation is as follows:

1. The state of the system is determined by the
initializing logic and remains constant for5 the rest of the computation.

2. Once the state of the system is fixed, the
program establishes a system of control words,
which allow the computer to bypass inactive
segments of the simulation as it proceeds
with the computations.

3. The ability of the active portion of the system
to transfer fuel is then determined. This
process uses a system of fuel transfer functions
for transmission of fuel between the various
system components.

4. After the system's ability to transfer fuel is
known, the demand of all consuming devices is
computed. The effect of this demand on the
fuel system is then determined.

5. Final system status is computed and volumes,
rates, and pressures are read out to the proper
destinations.
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Pilot switching inputs considered by the simulation are as follows:

1. Fuel transfer
2. Tank selector
3. Fuel dump
4. Emergency jettison
5. Cross-feed
6. Engine prime
7. Bypass

Instructor inputs to the simulation are:

1. Leaks
2. Component failures

a. Transfer pump failure
b. Booster pump failure
c. Hydraulic power not available

In addition to the normal effects of pilot switching decisions,
the simulation considers the following special effects:

1. Negative g attitude
2. Fuel vent
3. Tank jettison
4. Emergency stores jettison
5. Refueling operation

Aircraft system failures also affect the fuel simulation. Some
of the more important of these are:

1. Valve power not available
2. Ram air insufficient for tank pressurization
3. Compressor bleed air not available
4. Hydraulic power not available

The general flow chart of the fuel system is shown in Figure 5.
A detailed explanation of the general flow chart is given in
Appendix E. The dotted lines show the computational flow path
for the A4D aircraft; the dashed lines show the flow path for
the FiH aircraft.
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F. Landing Gear System.

The function of thi landing-gear system is to retract and extend an
aircraft's landing gear. There is also an emergency method for
extending the landing gear.

The landing gear consists of the wheels, struts, and other
supporting members between the wheels and fuselage. Associated
with the landing-gear system are fuselage doors and internal
mechanisms that can be operated as a function of the electrical,
hydraulic, or pneumatic systems, or can be mechanically actuated
by hand.

The following characteristics were found to be common to all
landing-gear systems studied, and are therefore assumed to be
applicable in the generalized simulation of a landing-gear
system.

1. There are three landing gear: the nose gear,
left main gear, and right main gear.

2. The landing gear can be extended normally.
3. The landing gear can be retracted normally.
4. The landing gear can be extended by the

emergency system.
5. The hydraulic system is used for all landing-

gear retractions.
6. A ground safety switch prevents accidental

retraction of the landing gear while the
aircraft is on the ground.

7. An indicator associated with each gear indicates
that the gear is "up and locked," "down and locked,"
or "unsafe" (in transit).

8. A warning light comes on if all gear are not "up
and locked" or all gear are not "down and locked".

9. The indicators and warning light are powered by
the electrical system.

10. An electrical system failure will cause the
indicators to show an "unsafe" condition.

11. An air-speed limit is imposed on all emergency
extensions.

12. The normal hydraulic system is used for normal
extension of the landing gear.
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The landing-gear systems of some aircraft had additional features
that were not common to all landing-gear systems. These additional
features will be included in the complete general simulation;
those parts of the complete simulation that would not be required
for the simulation of a particular aircraft would be eliminated
from its program. These additional features included the following.

1. The electrical system is required for normal
landing gear operation.

2. Emergency retraction in the air is possible.
3. Emergency retraction on the ground is possible.
4. A test of the emergency extension system can

be made while the aircraft is airborne.
5. There may be a circuit breaker in the landing-

gear electrical system that can be reset during
flight.

6. The warning lamp may come on if the control
lever is not at the same position as the landing
gear, or if the throttle and attitude are in a
landing configuration and the gear is not lowered.

7. The warning light may flash if the flap positions
are not consistent with the landing-gear position.

The physical components of the aircraft landing-gear system to be
simulated are the landing gear themselves and the pilot's controls
for operating the system. In addition, the simulation must pro-
vide for a variety of instructor-inserted failures. Internal items
such as valves, relays, latches, and reservoirs will not be simu-
lated in detail.

The landing-gear system simulation will use various inputs from
the other systems such as air speed, altitude, and attitude, as
well as electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic power. Outputs from
the landing-gear system will be provided to the power systems in
the form of loads imposed by landing-gear operation. The effect
of landing-gear drag will be fed, as an output, to the aerodynamic
system of equations.

The following controls or inputs are generally available to the
pilot to effect a normal or emergency extension or retraction of
the landing gear.
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1. The normal control lever can be moved up or
down.

2. The ground safety switch can be released.
3. There may be a circuit breaker that can be

reset or opened.
4. There is an emergency extension control or

procedure, or both.
5. There may be an emergency retraction control

or procedure, or both.

Any of the following may serve as outputs from the landing-gear
system to the pilot.

1. The normal control lever can be locked.
2. The circuit breaker can be open.
3. The landing-gear warning lamp can light.
4. The landing-gear indicators can show any of

three landing-gear positions.
5. The landing gear can extend, as shown by the

indicators.
6. The landing gear can retract, as shown by the

indicators.
7. The landing gear can fail to operate.
8. The landing gear can be destroyed.
9. The crash system can be energized.

The instructor-induced failures in the landing-gear system are of
two types. First, the instructor can fail the normal system,
resulting in all gear being locked up or down. In this case,
when the pilot follows the emergency-down or emergency-up pro-
cedures, the emergency system will respond to call for extension
or retraction of the gear.

Second, the instructor can completely fail each separate gear,
or gear combination, in its last locked position. In this case,
a failure, after insertion by the instructor, must be removed
by him before the pilot's remedial action will have ary effect.
When such a failure has been inserted and removed, an emergency-
up- or -down comuand by the pilot will then activate the formerly
failed gear.

It is also possible for the instructor to fail each indicator
associated with a gear, causing it to remain in the position it
was when the failure was inserted. He may also open the circuit
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breaker in the landing-gear system, causing a failure similar to
a normal system failure, except that it may be possible for the
student pilot to close the circuit breaker, thereby retaining
normal operation of the landing-gear system. Otherwise, emergency
procedures would be necessary.

The results of instructor-induced failures take precedence over
the normal operating conditions in the simulation.

The instructor has indicators similar to the pilot's plus indicators
for each of the pilot's and instructor's controls.

The basic flow chart for the generalized landing-gear system is
shown in Figure 6, A more detailed discussion of the flow chart
is given in Appendix F. For a particular aircraft, certain blocks,
controls, connections, etc., may be omitted. The dotted line
describes an emergency down condition for the A4D; the dashed line
describes a normal up condition for the FjH.

G. Electrical System Simulation.

Because of the wide differences in electrical power distribution
among the various aircraft, it was decided initially to use some
method of selection that would decide on a certain type of elec-
trical system to be considered for simulation. The most logical
choice in this regard is a routine that determines the type of
generator system and selects that system for simulation.

Generally, the simulation consists of the action a pilot must take
as a result of an instructor-inserted failure. The instructor may
fail any generator or inverter. The pilot notes these failures
through a warning light and takes action that will usually result
in the use of emergency power.

It should be noted that there is a certain amount of overlap
among the various systems, which could possibly be integrated,
but this is not necessary because of the system selection at the
beginning of the simulation. As a result, flow charting is
somewhat simplified. In pilot action, such as positioning a
switch, the end result may be the same but the procedure could
be slighty different for a given system. The input can be
modified to accomplish the desired result.
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Not every procedure in the simulation will be pertinent to each
aircraft to be simulated. These procedures or branches would be
bypassed.

Most of the computations involved are normal and emergency load
requirements. It is suggested that maximum loads be considered
at all times; that is, assume no failures have occurred in fuses
or circuit breakers. Any load computation depends upon the
busses that are being supplied for a given condition. The total
load is the sum of all the loads on the bus(ses) and can usually
be obtained from the flight handbook of the aircraft being simu-
lated.

1. Instructor Inputs.

The instructor's inputs to the system are in the form of
failures to various components. He may insert any of the
following conditions:

1. Single d-c generator system
a. Overvoltage condition of the main generator
b. Failure to inverter no. 1
c. Failure to inverter no. 2
d. Complete failure of the main generator

2.. Single a-c generator system
a. Failure to the main generator

3. A-C and d-c generator system
a. Failure to the main d-c generator
b. Failure to the main a-c generator
c. Failure to both generators

4. Double a-c generator system
a. Failure to either generator
b. Failure to both generators

2. Instructor Outputs.

Generally, the instructor's outputs are determined by pilot
action as a result of instructor inputs; that is, indicators
tell the instructor what the pilot is doing.

3. Pilot Inputs.

The pilot may perform the following functions associated with
each instructor input:
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1. Sinf1e d-c generator system
a. Turn generator reset switch to RESET
b. Turn instrument power switch to I-TTETER NO. 2

position
c. Turn instrument power switch to INVERTER NO. 2

position
d. Turn battery-generator switch to OFF and

BATTERY-GENERATOR
2. Single a-c generator system

a. Release the emergency generator
3. A-C and d-c generator system

a. Set a-c power switch to GENERATOR position
b. Set a-c power switch to INVERTER position
c. Set a-c power switch to TNVERTER position

4. Double a-c generator system
a. Set generator switch to RESET and ON
b. Release emergency generator

In certain cases, the pilot can also:

1. Turn off nonessential equipment
2. Set conditions to maintain control of the

aircraft
3. Adjust engine speeds
4. Turn off any generator
5. Retract the emergency generator
6. Select internal or external power for distri-

bution

4. Pilot Outputs.

Outputs to the pilot are in the form of warning lights that
may indicate a generator or inverter failure.

The basic flow chart for the AD and F4H electrical systems
is shown in Figure 7; dotted lines are for the AhD, dashed
lines for the F4H. The simulation of the electrical svstem
is detailed in Appendix G.
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SECTION VI. APPENDIX A- DETAILED SIMULATION FLOW CHART

FOR GENERAL FLAPS SYSTEM SIMULATION

A. Definition of Symbols.

The symbols used herein are defined below.

b - A test or comparison computation followed by a branch
determined by the computation results

c - A mathematical computation or function evaluation;
c* indicates that the results of a c operation are to be
stored; "Set" in a c operation indicates that a number
is stored that will produce a desired condition.

d - A decision determined by some value or function with a
simulated system

f - A branch fixed for the entire simulation by the particular
aircraft (input to assembly program)

P - A decision determined by positioning a pilot-controlled
switch

I A decision determined by positioning an instructor-controlled
switch

o - An operational function used for transfers, instruction
modification, and indexing

- A bar over a symbol denotes the opposite of that symbol;
i is read "not a"

h - Electrical or mechanical operations performed by the final
hardware; they are not digitally simulated and are always
connected to other operations in the flow chart by dashed
lines

s - A store o eration
The symbol -C-- denotes pilot outputs In the sitiulation.
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B. Subroutine I.

The flaps system simulation always begins with Subroutine I. It
determines whether the simulation is to be done during the ith

computation cycle and, if so, whether or not a "steady-rate"
computation will suffice. Subroutine I is diagrammed in Figure A-.
and the operations are defined below.

5200

Subroutine
II °0

Figure A-I - Subroutine I for Flap System Simulation

b200 - Is "steady-rate" to be simulated? Or does WFi - WFi- " 0?
WFi is the flaps system simulation first control word
for the ith cycle. This control word is composed of
digits XI, X2, X3 , .... Xn, where n is the total number
of "P," "I," and "dw decisions within the main rOdtine.
There is a digit of the control word that corresponds
to each input to a decision of the above type. This
digit is either 0 or 1, depending on whether the
corresponding decision should be "no" or "yes". If a
switch corresponding to a "P" or "I" decision is not
present in a particular aircraft, the associated digit
must be zero.

The inputs from other system simulations that form the
proper "d" decisions do so by modifying the appropriate
digits of the control word. In the case of OP" and "I"
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decisions, the switch inputs are converted to the
appropriate digital impulse that determines the proper
control word digits.

By using such a control word, which may actually be
several computer words, and by having a digital simulation
computer capable of branching on any of the control word
digits, the simulation logic can be greatly facilitated.

The following list defines the proper association between
control digits and decisions in the flap system simulation.

Digit Decision identification Subroutine in which
defined

XI  1200 II
X2 P200 III
X3 1201 IVX4 1202 V

X5P201 V
X d200 V
X 78  d201 VI

8d20 VI
E P202 VIII

O1 P203 VIII
X11 P204 X
X12 1203 XI

X13 d205 XI

Xl5  d2o4 XIV

s200 - Store WFi as next WFi. .
b201 - Has "steady-state" been reached? That is, :Ls (Fp)i3. -

(F)i_2 0 O? (Fp)* I is the flap position at the end
othe (i-l)th cycle.

0201 - Transfer to next system.
c200- Initialization; reset digits of control word associated

with c21 7 , c21 8, cr 9 ' C2C), c22 , c224 to zero.
o200 - Transfer to Subroutine Vflt for -steady-rate" computation.

-43-A
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C. Subroutine II.

Subroutine II determines whether the instructor's flaps freeze
switch is on. The Subroutine is shown in Figure A-2, and the
operations are defined below.

1200 N -routine Sbotn

III

Figure A-2 - Subroutine II for Flap System Simulation

1200 - Is instructor's flaps freeze switch on? (test XI).
T202 - Turn off instructor's flaps freeze indicator.
h202 - Turn on instructor's flaps freeze indicator.

D. Subroutine III.

Subroutine III (see Figure A-3) determines the position of the
pilot's emergency flaps control. The operations are defined below.

Subroutine

Figure A-3 - Subroutine III for Flap System Simulation

-J4 4 -
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P200 - Is pilot's emergency control normal? (test X2 ).

h2lO - Set instructor's indicator associated with P200 to ON.
R210 - Set instructor's indicator associated with P200 to OFF.

B. Subroutine IV.

Subroutine IV (see Figure A-4) determines the status of the
instructor's normal flaps fail switch. The operations are defined
below.

1201 Nurotn

b2o2 0203

Figure A-4 - Subroutine IV for Flap System Simulation

1201 - Is instructor's normal flaps fail switch on? (test X3 ).
h208 - Turn on instructor's indicator associated with 1201.

20K8 - Turn off instructor's indicator associated with 1201.
b202 - Are flaps full up? Is (F )i I -O?
o203 - Transfer to warning devic test, Subroutine X.

F. Subroutine V.

Subroutine V determines whether electrical power is needed and
available for flaps control. If a circuit breaker is present, it
determines the status of the pilot's circuit breaker and the
instructor's circuit breaker fail switch. This instructor's
circuit breaker fail switch will turn off the pilot's circuit
breaker, holding it off until the fail switch is reset. Sub-
routine V is shown schematical3y in Figure A-5, and the operations
are defined below.

- -
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f200Y 122 Y 0 . 204 206Subroutine

Subroutine

VI P0

I X.....

Figure A-5 - Subroutine V for Flap System Simulation

f2o - Is a circuit breaker present? (assembly input or test YI).
Although all f-type branches are indicated as assembly
inputs, they can be set by a control word. However, in
the absence of an assembly program, the testing and
branching involved in the f-type operations must be
performed for each complete simulation cycle even though
the branches are fixed for the entire simulation. Also,
a control word must be prepared manually. Unless the
programmer desires to perform a hand assembly, in which
case he must proceed on his own, the following method
is suggested.

Form a control word (W'F) similar to the previous one
with digits Yl, Y2 .... Yn, each of which corresponds
to an f-type branch. This word is loaded into computer
storage along with the simulation program. The infor-
mation needed for the formation of this control word
can be found in the aircraft flight handbook. Since a
control word digit is either 0 or 1, correspondinc, to
an f branch of OnoR or "yes," the following associations
can be defined.
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Subroutine in which
Digit Branch identification branch defined

Y1 f200 V

Y2 f201 VI
Y3 f2o2 IX
Y4 f2035 f2o4 I

f2o5 XI

I202 - Is instructor's circuit breaker fail switch on? (Test X4)'
c204 - Set pilot's circuit breaker to OFF.
h205 - Set instructor's indicator associated with I202 to ON.
h205 - Set instructor's indicator associated with I202 to FtF.

- Close solenoid valve controlling hydraulic pressure-T
f.aps, Set X8 - 0.

P201 - Pilot's circuit breaker on? (test X).
h23  - Set instructor's indicator associatea, with P 01 to ON.
d20 - 28 'vdc available for flaps control? (test 6).

G. Subroutine VI.

Subroutine VI determines the availability of electrical or
hydraulic power to actuate the flaps. Figure A-6 is a schematic
of the Subroutine, and the operations are defined below.

4202 Subroutine Subroutine

VII V.II

Figure A-6 - Subroutine VI for Flap System Simulation
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f201- Is a-c electrical power needed for flap actuation?
(assembly input or test y2).

d201- Is a-c electrical power available for flap actuation?
(test X7).

d202 - Is hydraulic pressure available for flap actuation?
(test X8).

H. Subroutine VII.

Subroutine VII (see Figure A-7) determines whether the dynamic
pressure is sufficient to move the flaps up when actuating power
is lost. The operations are defined below.

low b03 YSubroutine

II

Na

_ Subroutine

'-. XIII

Figure A-7 - Subroutine VII for Flap System Simulation

b2 03 - Is dynamic pressure sufficient to move flaps up after
actuating power is lost? Since this condition is some-
what difficult to establish, it is suggested for
practical purposes that b203 be changed to read: "Is
the aircraft airborne?*

I. Subroutine VIII.

Subroutine VIII determines if the flaps are to be moved and how.
The subroutine is shown schematically in Figure A-8; the operations
are defined below.
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N N

h238  - ~ h236

SI N N

Subroutine 
P2J

Figure A-8 - Subroutine VIII for Flap System Simulation

P202 - Is pilot's flap control up? (test ).

P203  - Is pilot's flap control down? (test XIO).
f20 - Is a-c power needed for flap extension? (assembly input

or test Y2).
c217 - Signal to a-c electrical system for flaps-up power;

set proper control word digit to 1.
c218 - Signal to hydraulic system for flaps-up power; set

proper control word digit to 1.
c21 9  - Signal to a-c electrical system for flaps down; set

proper control word digit to 1.
c220 - Signal to hydraulic system for flaps down; set proper

control word digit to 1.
h2 3 6  - Set instructor's indicator associated with P202 to UP.
h237 - Set instructor's indicator associated with P203 to BMWN.
h238 - Set instructor's indicator associated with P203 to IM

-49
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J. Subroutine IX.

Subroutine IX determines whether a relief valve or blowback feature
is incorporated in the flaps system and, if so, whether air speed
is sufficient to move the flaps up against the actuating force.
The subroutine is diagramed in Figure A-9, and the operations are
defined below.

XIII

Figure A-9 - Subroutine IX for Flap Simulation System

f202 - Is pressure relief or blowback feature present? (assembly
input or test y3).

b204 - Is air speed sufficient for blowback? Is Va > Vb?
(Va is air speed and Vb is the speed at which blowback
begins.) The data for this subroutine can be obtained
directly from the aircraft flight handbook.

K. Subroutine X

Subroutine X establishes the presence or absence of a warning device
and determines whether or not it is on. Subroutine X is shown
schematically in Figure A-I), and the operations are defined below.
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N N

SSubroutine

ILI _ _32

C23 1  0232

Figure A-IO - Subroutine X for Flap System Simulation

f203 - Is a warning device present? (assembly input or test y4).
b205 - Are the flaps up? (Fp)iI - 0?
b206 - Warning device sequence check with flaps up, including

air-speed test.
b207 - Warning device sequenco check with flaps down. (These

sequence checks are fully described in the aircraft
flight handbook. This subroutine was designed for a
feature of the P6M.)

P204 - Is pilot's warning device circuit breaker on? (test XII)
c230 - Set special controls.
c232 - Turn on warning device.
8232 - Turn off warning device.
h239 - Set instructor's indicator associated with P204 to ON.

dt-51-
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L. Subroutine XI.

Subroutine XI determines the outputs to the flap p:bstion indicator
and aerodynamics. Also, the status of the instructor's indicator
fail switch is established. The block diagram of the system is
shown in Figure A-il, and the operations are defined below.

r N

Figure A-I - Subroutine XI for Flap System Simulation

s225 - Store (Fp) i for output to aerodynamics, where Fmax is

the maMm flap deflection, as obtained from the
flight handbook.

1203 - Is instructor's indicator fail on?
f205 - Is do needed 'for indicator? (assembly input or test Y6)"
d205 - Is dc available? (test X1 3 ).
d206 - Is ac available? (test X 4).
c228 - Set indicator is inoperative.
s229 - Store (Fp)i for output to flap position indicator.FM
0201 - TransferM next system simulation.
b240 - Set instructor's indicator associated with 1203 to ON.
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M. Subroutine XII.

Subroutine XII is the flaps-up computation. The rate of change
in flap position, AU, is an assembly input constant. The flaps
full-up position is assumed to represent the reference (zero
degrees deflection). The subroutine is shown in Figure A-12;
the operations are defined below.

N

Figure A-12 - Subroutine XII for Flap System Simulation
c240 - Form (Fu) i - (Fp)i I - AU(ts) where (Fu)i is the flap

position at the end of the itM computation cycle during
the upward movement simulation, (Fp)j 1 is the corres-
ponding position at the end of the (I-- l)th cycle, and
t s is the simulation cycle time. AU is determined by
dividing the full flap deflection in degrees by the total
retraction time. Both numbers are usually given in the
aircraft flight handbook; otherwise, they can be found
in the aircraft trainer systems report.

b210 - Is Fu - 0?
c241- Set Fu - 0.
s210 - Store (Fu)i as (Fp)i I .

N. Subroutine XIII.

Subroutine XIII, the flaps-down computation, is similar to the
flaps-up computation, except that the constant increment is AD.
Figure A-13 is the block diagram; the operations are defined
below.

-
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0242 b211 I -81 Subroutine

N

Figure A-13 - Subroutine XIII for Flap System Simulation

0242 Form (Fd)i - (F )- i + AD(ts), where (Fd)i is the
flap position at %he end of the ith cycle during down-
ward movement simulation, and (F )., is the corresponding
position at the end of the (i - Y)Zh cycle.

AD is determined similarly to AU except the total
extension time is used instead of total retraction time.

b211 - Is (Fd)ic maximum deflection (Fmax)?
c24 3  - Set (F i m F ax
8211 - Store (Fd)i as FP)i-."

0. Subroutine XIV.

Subroutine XIV establishes the type and availability of power
required for the emergency flaps system. The block diagram is
shown in Figure A-14; the operations are defined below.

"Subroutine Subrouti no

c223 V VII

Figure A-14 - Subroutine XIV for Flap System Simulation
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f204 - Is the emergency system hydraulic? (assembly input or
test y 5 ).

d204 - Is pneumatic pressure available? (test XI5).
0223 - Turn on the emergency hydraulic pump; set control word

digit to 1.
c224 - Signal to pneumatic system for power; set control word

digit to 1.

P. Preparation of Input Data for A4D Flap System Simulation.

The second control word is formed from information obtained from
the A4D flight handbook wing-flaps section. The proper digit
values are given below.

Digit Value Branch identification Subroutine in which
branch defined

01 0 f2oo V
Y2 0 f2Ol VI

f202
f 2 03

5  0 f 20 4 X

Y6 1 f2o5

This list indicates that subroutines V, VI, X, and ZIV are not
used in simulating the A4D. The value of Vb in Subroutine IX
is found from the flight handbook to be 210 knots IAS, and the
value of Fma x in Subroutine XI is found to be 50 degrees. The
times for flap retraction and extension are found in the AD
trainer systems report to be 5 and 10 sec, respectively. AU
is computed to be 50 deq/5 sec, or AU - 10 deg per second.
Similarly, AD is computed to be 50 deflO sec, or AD - 5 deg per
second.
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SECTION VII. APPENDIX B - DETAILED SIMULATION FLCW CHART
FOR GENERAL PNEUMATIC SYSTEM.

The types of operations represented by the flow-chart symbols are the
same as those defined in Appendix A.

A. Subroutine I.

Subroutine I determines whether the high-pressure pneumatic
system is to be simulated during the i h cycle and, if so, whether
a Rsteady-rate" simulation will be adequate. The flow chart is
given in Figure B-I; operations are defined below.

20 Y V00 Subroutine
s20 VII

N Y

Figure B-i - Subroutine I for Pneumatic System Simulation

b2O Is "steady-rate" to be simulated? That is, does Wpi-WpL.u-O?
Wp., the first control word of the pneumatic system
slulation for the ith simulation cycle, is similar to
the flap system simulation first control word. The
digits will be denoted by U1 , U2, ... , and thp proper
relationships between these digits and the "P," "I,
and "d" decisions in the pneumatic system flow chart
are as follows.

Digit Decision identification Subroutine in which
defined

U1  Ii II
U2  IV

IV
U4 d2  V

A~k -57-
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Subroutine in
Digit Decision identification which defined

U7  d5V
U8  13 VI
U9  d7  IX
U10  12 X

Ul d8  X

U13  X1
1XII-b

Ud5 (+ subsystem index) XII-a
U1 6  dl (+ subsystem index) XIl-a

U U

U3 0  , U

U31  d30
U32  d31  U

s20 - Store W as Wp
b2l - "fteady stateU-est. Compressor must be absent or not

operating and the first control-word digits U3.4 through
U30 must be zero for a steady-state to exist and a
corresponding "Y" branch. Digits U14 through U30
correspond to the control valve position of subsystems
1 through 17, respectively. U14 and U15 are illustrated.

c40 - Initialization; reset U.31 to 1. Reset subsystem index.
c41 - Set U31 to 0.

B. Subroutine II.

The status of instructor's ground charge switch is determined in
Subroutine II (see Figure B-2). The operations are defined below.

t Subroutine
low N

Figure B-2 - Subroutine II for Pneumatic System Simulation
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I, - Is instructor's ground charge switch on? (test UI)
h43 - Set instructor's ground charge indicator to ON.
h43  - Set instructor's ground charge indicator to -OFF.
cI  - Set system pressure to normal operating leveT--that is,

to Pi k m u where Pij kt m is the system
press;iurAsg ociated with the W utation cycle,
the jth pressure storage unit (bottle), the kt
compressor cycle, the 9th load, apd the mth instructor-
inserted leak.

C. Subroutine III.

Subroutine III is a branch fixed by an assembly input that
establishes the presence of a compressor unit. The flow chart
is presented in Figure B-3, and the operations are defined belo.

Subroutine

IV

Figure B-3 - Subroutine III for Pneumatic System Simulation

fl - Is a compressor unit presented? (test VI). The pneumatic
system simulation second control word is similar to the
corresponding control word for the flap system. The
association between its digits and f-type branches is
given below.

a-59-
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Subroutine in which
Digit Branch identification defined

V1 f III

V
V6 f6 IV

v 7 v
V6 V

v8  f70  xi

D. Subroutine IV.

Subroutine IV determines the status of the pilot's circuit
breaker and the instructorts circuit breaker fail switch. This
circuit breaker controls electrical power to the compressor unit.
This subroutine is diagrammed in Figure 4; the operations are
defined below.

N Subroutine

- Is circuit breaker present? (test V2).

14 - Is instructor's circuit breaker fail switch on? (test U2 )
038 - Set pilot's circuit breaker to OFF.
h39 - Set instructor's circuit breakeTail indicator to ON.
P1  - Is pilot's circuit breaker on? (test U3 ).
h 47 - Set instructor's indicator associated with P1 to ON.
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E. Subroutine V.

Subroutine V tests the system pressure to determine whether the
coumpressor is supposed to be simulated and, if so, that it per-
fonms the simulation. The flowr chart is given in Figure B-5, and
the operations are defined below.

-l at~ 44m ~? Pm 8te rsuea hc h

d opSI Itp Y .an4 d5 are obtaine

fiueB- rout inne or Pneumatic systemsto

report.
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d2  - Is dc available? (test Uj).
3 - Set compressor mass increient to zero; that is, Amkl I - 0.

- Is a-c electrical power needed for compressor operation?
(test V4).

f2 - Is d-c electrical power needed for compressor control?
(test V3).

d 3  - Is-ac available? (test Ug).
f4 - Is hydraulic power needed to operate compressor? (test Vs).
dy - Is hydraulic power available? (test U6 ).
s44 - Signal to hydraulic system for power to compressor; that

is, set proper control-word digit to 1.
s'44 - Signal to hydraulic system for no power to compressor;

that is, set proper control-word digit to zero.
d 5  - Input from engine; is bleed air rate all right? (test U7).
06  - Calculation of mass of air increase due to compressor

operation. The inlet air supply to the compressor is
regulated to a pressure of one standard atmosphere. The
volume rate of delivery, A V /at, is a constant, Cl, up
to an outlet pressure, P ; It then drops off linearly
to zero at the normal sytem pressure, PpN" This may
be expressed as

AV

"2 '' (Blb

AtA 1 + B1 (P (Pa t =A + BI(i,J,k,j,m), (po4 'Pi,j,kjm'*PpN) (B-Ib)

and

AV
t = (Pi,j,kR,m > rpN) (B-Ic)

Constants Cl, P N, and Ppo are found in the aircraft hand-
book of maintenance instructions for the pneumatic system;
they may also sometimes be found in the aircraft trainer
systems report. Constants A1 and B1 are determined from
expressions,
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Al - 01 ( - po -p ~pN(B 
2

B1  n Cl

Equations la, 1b, and lc are converted to give the muss

of compressor air delivery as follows:

Akl- Cl ;O A tkls (020bPi,a,k,j,m!5PpO) (B-38)

4%, (Al * Bl i jAkkt,m) AP) (Atkl)s (B-3b)

and

Amk~l - 0,(Pi,J,k,t,m > PpN) (B-30)

where 0is the density of air at one standard atmosphere
and Atkl is the time elapsed since the kth compressor
cycle simulation. This conversion is made so that a
fixed system volume of air can be used. The system volume
at normal pressure is converted to mass and entered as
an input constant into the simulation program. The
system volume is arbitrarily taken as twice the largest
individual storage bottle volume. These storage bottle
volumes (see item 12, below) are usually found in the
aircraft flight handbook or the maintenance handbook for
the pneumatic system.

C? 6 -Calculation of pressure increase due to compressor oper-
ation. For a given volume of air at a fixed temperature,
the pressure is proportional to the mass; hence, the
main system pressure at the end of the (k~l)th compressor
cycle is

~i~jkj1,u -(Pi,j,k,l,m) (mi,j,k,Ifi, + Amk~l)
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where mi j ,J km is the mass of air contained in the
main system at the end of the kth compressor cycle, and
Amk j is the mass of air added to the main system by
the (k+l)th compressor cycle.

c8 - Set signal for electrical power; set proper control-
word digit to 1.

s9 - Store Amk+l for steady-rate computations.

slO - Store pressure.
c18  - Set signal for no electrical power; set proper control-

word digit to zero.

F. Subroutine VI.

Subroutine VI determines the position of the instructor's leak
switch, providing the corresponding output to the pressure
summation point (c 9 ). The flow chart is shown in Figure B-6, and
the operations are defined below.

413 (C* Subroutine
Cl 1 VIII

Figure B-6 - Subroutine VI for Pneumatic System Simulation

I - Is instructor's leak switch on? (test UR).
hJ5 - Set instructor's leak switch indicator to'ON.
1145 - Set instructor's leak switch indicator to 6F.
c18  - Set pressure decrement, U~m+l .
U18 - Set zero pressure decrement, APm+l - 0.
c* 9  - Form new pressure, Pi,j,k+,I,m+l - Pi,j,k+,1,m

- APm.l.

G. Subroutine VII

Subroutine VII (see Figure B-7) provides the steady-rate compu-
tations for the air compressor simulation. The operations are
defined below.
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b6 I t~l I cSubSurottineV

Operation f2
N N

N

Figure B-7 - Subroutine VII for Pneumatic System Simulation

b6  - Is Amk+I -O?

0 c42 - Set U32 to 0.
c43 - Set U3 2 to 1.

H. Subroutine VIII

Subroutine VIII simulates a pressure-relief valve by setting the
system pressure equal to the maximum allowable, if the calculated
pressure is too great. This subroutine is diagrammed in Figure
B-8; the operations are defined below.

F Subroutine

DL

Figure B-8 - Subroutine VIII for Pneumatic System Simulation
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b - Is Pij Jk+lX,M~l AF ? The maximum system
pressiA r P , is~ffaied from the flight

on Set P±,j..k~l,Xiu~l a

I. Subroutine Il.

Subroutine IX establishes the presence and status of a loi0-pressure
Writch and associated warning hg, as shown in Figure B-9.* The
operations are defined below.

Figure B-9 -Subroutine IX for Pneumatic System Simulation

;6 - Is a low pressure warning system presaeit? (test V6 ).
bj - Is Pj <Pkl, m, ?Pnj ' The pressure at which

the w~tlng ±lght c is on, Pilj, #. ib obtained from
the flight handbook.

d7 - Is a-c electrical power available for ilarning light?
(test t9).

c3 - Set warning light to ON.
013 - Set warning light to IF.
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J. Subroutine X

Subroutine X establishes the presence and status of a pressure
transmitter and the associated indicator. Provision is made for
an instructor to fail the pilot's indicator. The flow chart is
given in Figure B-10; the operations are defined below.

Y N

Figure B-IO - Subroutine 10 for Pneumatic System Simulation

f7 - Is a pressure gage present? (test V7 ).
12 - Is instructor's indicator fail switch on? (test U20 ).
h46 - Set instructor's indicator fail light to ON.

17 - Pressure gage inoperative.
hh6 - Set instructor's indicator fail light to OFF.
d8  - Is d-c electrical power available for preisre trans-

mitter? (test UII).
d9  - Is a-c electrical power available for pressure gage?

(test u12).
c16 - Transfer system pressure status to indicator.

K. Subroutine XI.

Subroutine XI determines the proper sequence of subsystem compu-
tations. It is also used in connection with the instructor's
ground charge switch to establish, initially, individual bottle
pressures. The flow chart is presented in Figure B-il, and the
operations are defined below.
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I[I

Figure B-i - Subroutine XI for Pneumatic System Simulation

03 - Increase the subsystem index; that is, replace A by
- Test index; have all subsystems been computed?

I4 - Is instructor's ground charge switch on? (test UI3 ).
cI7  - Set jth bottle pressure to PN

- Is a priority valve present? (test VS).
bll - Is Pi k~l m~J PP ? Is priority valve to determine

specil' dis~r~bution of pressure? The pressure at which
the priority valve begins to function (PPy) may be found
in the aircraft flight handbook or maintenance handbookfor the particular pneumatic system.

43 - Test the digit of the modified third control word according
to the subsystem index. Is this digit zero?

The third control word of the pneumatic system deter-mines which of all the pneumatic subsystems are present
in the aircraft being simulated. This control word is
formed manually or by an assembly program. Each digit
of this control word is associated with one of the sub-
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systems previously listed. A zero digit is used to
indicate the absence of the associated subsystem.
A units digit is used to indicate the presence of the
associated subsystem.

A modified control word defining the subsystems for
which power is available when the priority valve is
acting must also be formed. When the priority valve
tests are satisfied, this modified control word is
used instead of the usual one. It is identical with
the usual one except that it has zero digits for
subsystems to which pneumatic power is unavailable
during priority valve action.

The association between digits of this control word

and the pneumatic subsystems is shown below.

Digit Subsystem no.

W1  1
W2  2
W 3S3

W17 17

o - Transfer to (c +i)th subsystem (Subroutine XII).
4 - Test digit of third control word according to sub-

system index. Is this digit zero? The subsystem
indexer determines which digit to test.

NOTE

The above transfer is actually to the (J+l)th bottle
associated with the (t+l)th subsystem.

L. Subroutine XII

Subroutine XII performs the computations associated with pro-
viding pneumatic pressure to the proper subsystems. Individual
bottle and main system pressures are adjusted according to each
subsystem's demands.
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Subroutine XII is divided into two parts: XII-a is the general
subsystem simulation, while XII-b is a special subsystem simu-
lation not included in XII-a. Subroutine XII-a is presented in
a general form with the understanding that it be applied to
each subsystem as required in the simulation of a particular
aircraft.

1. Subroutine XII-a.

Subroutine XII-a is diagrammed in Figure B-12; the operations
are defined below.

Operation Cl Operation f2

III'

Figure B-12 - Subroutine Xll-a for Pneumatic System Simulation

b5  - Is the (J+l)th bottle pressure less than the main
system pressure? That is, is Pi-l,J+l,k+l,t+l,m+l
< Pi , ,k+l1 mh~

c19 - Computi the (Jl): h bottle pressure and adjust the
main system pressure.

If the main system pressure is P ik+1 I m+l, the
main system volume of air is Vs, (j'llth bottle
pressure is Pil j 1 k1 t lml from the previous
computation cycI, ad atie v&Lume of air in the
(J+l)th bottle is Vj+ I (as obtained from flight
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handbook), the following equation may be written to
describe the movement of compressed air from the main
system to the (J+l)th bottle:

Pijlsk~l1,m~l (Vs + Vj~l) - Pi,jsk~lstsm~l (Va)

where energy loss due. to heat is neglected. The main
system mass of air becomes

lmi,j~l,k+,I,m~l 0 (Pis +l,kl,m1)(mij,%k,%1m)

'19 - Store Pi j+l ,k.,t,m4.l as a new system pressure and
as new (k+l)tf bottle pressure.

a,20 - Store mi +IklIm+l as new system mass of air.
di- 3& th iiryA c&itrol valve open? Test the proper

digit (U,5 through U3 0 ) according to the subsystem
index.

b5- Is Pi l,gk., i+1 > API+j/At? The subsystem loads,
q)+*,,are o0tained from the aircraft manufacturer's

design data,, and are taken as fixed pressure decrement
rate; tis he simulation cycle time.

c - Set proper control word digit of (f~l)th subsystem to
1 to indicate that pneumatic power is available.

"U0- Set proper control word digit of (J+l)th subsystem to
zero to indicate that pneumatic power is unavailable.

c - Decrease (J+l)th bottle pressure by (1.l)th actuator's
requirements, (APj 4 /At)ts.

s2l - Store new bottle pressure as Pi J+l k~l 1+1 m.1-
d30 - Steady rate to be used for next sub~stem? ( test U11 ).
d3l - Steady rate to be used for next subsystem? (test U3 2 ).

2.* Subroutine Il-b.

Subroutine Il-b performis the computations for the pneumatic
pressure output to the emergency flaperette system (M9).
The subroutine is shown in the flow chart in Figure B-13;
the operations are defined below.
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ell III

Figure B-13 - Subroutine XII-b for
Pneumatic System Simulation

dlo - Is emergency flaperette power control valve open?
(test UI).

c31 - Counter(add one for each pass).
b9  - Is counter greater than maximum? The maximum number

of applications is obtained from the flight handbook.
c32 - Output to flaperette system. Set control-word digit

of flaperette system to 1 to indicate pneumatic
power available.

c3 3 - Output to flaperette gage; maximum minus counter.
c4, - Set output to flaperette gage to zero.
c34 - Set control-word digit of flaperette system to zero

to indicate pneumatic power unavailable.

The preparation of input data for simulating the F4H
pneumatic system is shown below.
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Subroutine in
Digit Value Branch identification which defined

VI 1 fl III
V2  1 f11  IV

V3  1 f 2  Voh
V6  1 I

7 fl X7

The normal system pressure, from the flight handbook,
is PPN = 3000 psi. Similarly, Pc 1i and P are
2700 and 3000 psi, respectively. Pmax = 3500 psi.

The third control word of the pneumatic system is
again formed from information obtained from the
flight handbook.

Digit Value Subsystem no. (defined on p-10)

w0 0 1
W2  1 2

1 3

1 5
1 6

w60 7
W70 8

w8 1 1

Wn 1 11
W12  0 12
W13 0 13
W 0 1

S015
0 16

171 17
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From the flight handbook, the individual bottle

volumes are:

Subsystem no. Volume (convert to cu. ft)

2 and 3 100 cuin.
4 Vp 5800 cii in#
5 200 cu in.

6 150 cuin.
9 15 cu-in.
10 15 cu in.
11 400 cu in:. otl
17 40 cu botl
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SECTION VIII. APPENDIX C - DETAILED SIMULATION FLOW CHART
FOR GENERAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM SIMULATION

The types of operations represented by the flow-chart symbols are the
same as those defined in Appendix A.

A. Subroutine I.

Subroutine I determines whether the hydraulic system is to be
simulated during the ith cycle and, if so, what type of sim-
ulation should be done. General initialization of the main
routine is also performed herek The flow chart is given in
Figure C-1, and the operations are defined below.

N Y
I !Next Subroutine

cl a-c

I system I

Figure C-1 - Subroutine I for Hydraulic System Simulation

- Is steady-rate to be simulated? Does Wh - Whi-l - 0?
Whi is the first control word of the hydfaulic system
siulation for the ith cycle. The digits will be denoted
by ql, q2, **a* and are related to "P," NI," and "d"
decisions, as indicated below. The instructor's leak
switch may have a third position for initially charging
the hydraulic systems. This switch would override bloO
to produce a "no" branch.
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Digit Decision identification Subroutine in which
-_________________ defined

q, P5 11
q 2  dso II

q3 d~lII

q4d 5 2  -U

q5 d58

etc. etc. etc*

Sinc~e the use of control words has been illustrated and
since further illustration would be repetitious, control
words will be indicated hereafter simply by defining the
first few digits of each. Their exact composition will
be similar to the previous ones and will be formed in
exactly the sam manner.

s -o Store Wh, as Whi-le
-j~ Steady-state test. Test Whi for condition indicating

that hydraulic system are not being used.
-~ Initialization includes resetting indexes d69 , Subroutine

11V, to 1N,' c6 7 , etc.
-5 Initialize steaidy-rate oomnptationse Includes setting

d69 Subroutine XIV to N"I," etc.

Bo Subroutine II.

Subroutine II detiermines whether the pilot 's emergency pump control
is on and, if so, performs the simulation. It includes both ram
air and electrically driven pumps. The flow chart is presented
in Figure C-2; the operations are defined below.
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N

Figure C-2 Subroutine II for Hydraulic System Simulation

P50- Is the pilots emergency pump switch on? (test q

50 - Set instructor's indicator associated with P0to ON.
c6 - Resets; includes setting instructor's emergency pump

indicator to OFF, and resetting q3 ' c53' c ,' and UI7.
f50 -Is ram air nee-id for emergency pump opera Ion

-(test rl).

The hydraulic system second control word is similar
to the corresponding control word for the flap system.
The association between its digits and f-type branches
is indicated below.

0-77-
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Subroutine in
Digit Branch identification which defined

rl f50 II
r2 _51 VII

r 5 2  I7

erc. e c. etc.

- Is ram air available? (test q3 ).

Ram-air turbine output to aerodynamics.
Compute emergency pump volume increment. An emergency
hydraulic pump output or volume rate of delivery
AVkp/At is constant (C2 ) up to an outlet pressure of
Pho; it then decreases linearly to zero at the normal
system pressure, Phn. This rate of delivery is given by

Vt . C2, (0 6 Pi,J,k,,m,p o) (C-la)

A'-'k A2 + B2 (PiJ,k, ,m,p), (Pho< PiJ,k,,m,p5Phn) (C-lb) *
and

At i,,k,f,m,p>Phn) (C-ic)

where Pi k . is the kth hydraulic system pressure
for the 8 Associated accumulator during the ih compu-
tation cycle, "p" the pump number, "I the load number,
and "m" the instructor-inserted leak number.

Constants C2, Pho, and Phn are given in the aircraft
handbook of maintenance instructions for the hydraulic
system. They may also be given in the trainer systems
report. A2 and B2 are given by
A2  - C2 (1 Ph0  ,) (C-2a)

C2lPho -Phn)

and

B2  0 C2 .(C-2b)

Pho - Phn
_7-?A
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Multiplying Equations la, ib, and lc by the time
elapsed since the last emergency pump simulation
gives the desired volume increment.

d52 - Is a-c electrical power available? (test q4 ) .
c54 - Set signal for electrical power. Set proper control

word digit to 1.
c55 - Set emergency pump volume increment to zero.
d58  - Is pneumatic pressure available for lowering ram-air

turbine? (test q5).
c I - Set control word digit U17 to 1.
c7 2  - Time delay for ram air turbine extension. At end of

delay, set q3 to ".
C54 - Set signal for no electrical power. Set proper control

word digit to zero.

C. Subroutine III.

Subroutine III performs the computations for the instructor's
hydraulic system fail option. Figure C-3 is the subroutine
flow chart; operations are defined below.

SSbroutine IV

Operation 0 64

Figure C-3 - Subroutine III for Hydraulic System Simulation
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I - Is instructor's hydraulic fail switch on?
0 Set instructor's hydraulic fail switch indicator

to ON.

D. Subroutine IV.

Subroutine IV determines whether there is a fluid shutoff control
to stop hydraulic fluid flow to the pump being simulated and, if
so, the status of that control. Figure C-4 shows the block diagram,
while the operations are defined below.

f

f521 -1 PQ Y 5 L v 6

N

SubroutAne Subroutine

v vi

Figure C-4 - Subroutine IV for Hydraulic System Simulation
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f52 - Is a fire-wall valve present? (test r 3 ).
5 - Is pilot's fire-wall valve switch Qj? (test q6 )"

- Is electrical power available for valve? Test proper
control word.

060 - Associated pump volume increment, AVkp - 0.
h l - Set instructor' s indicator associated with P51 to ON.

E. Subroutine V.

Subroutine V, the pump pressure subroutine, computes the pressure
increment produced by the pump being simulated. Engine rpm,
fluid quantity, and pressure are considered, as shown in Figure
C-5, the flow chart. The operations are defined below.

65%rout n

IX

Figure C-5 - Subroutine V for Hydraulic System Simulation

b6 5 - Is engine rpm sufficient for pump output?
c63 - Pump volume increment computations.

Operation C56, Subroutine II, describes the procedure
for computing normal pump volume increments. Note
that only one normal pump is simulated on each pass, in
addition to the possibility of an emergency pump. It
is therefore necessary that all pump data be initially
stored so that the pump indexer can be used to select
the proper pump data for the pump being simulated. The
pth pump of the kth hydraulic system has a volume
increment output denoted by AVkp.

b55 - Is fluid quantity at or above nbrmal operating level?
c60 - Set pump volume increment, AVkp - 0.

10 -81-
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F. Subroutine VI.

Subroutine VI determines whether the instructor's leak switch is
on and, if so, inserts a constant pressure decrement. Figure 0-6
shows the flow diagram, with the operations being defined below.

Figure C-6 - Subroutine VT for Hydraulic System Simulation

,51 - Is instructor's leak switch on?
106 - Set instructor's leak switch indicator to ON.
c77  - Set volume decrement, AVm.
0 - Set instructor's leak switch indicator to OFF.

c 78 - Set quantity decrement for reservoir, -AQm -
c,77  - Set quantity and volume decrements to zero: AVm - AQ 0.

G. Subroutine VII.

Subroutine VII computes the quantity of fluid available and sets
the quantity gage when present. It includes the simulation of a
replenishing system, as shown in Figure C-7, the flow diagram.
Operations are defined below.

d 56; of 8 0*8

Figure C-7 - Subroutine VII for Hydraulic System Simulation
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d 56 - Is replenishing system operating? (test q9).
- Set quantity increment, AQ.
- Add quantity increments or decrements, AQ - Aa.

C'1 - Set quantity increment to zero (AQ u 0).
f 1 - Is a fluid quantity indicator present? (test r2).
c82 - Output to fluid quantity indicator.

H. Subroutine VIII.

The distribution of pump output volume to the accumulators
associated with the pump is coaputed in Subroutine VIII. An
accumulator indexer or counter is also present; system pressure
is calculated as a function of fluid volume and maintained less
than or equal to a preset maximum. The flow chart is given in
Figure C-8; the operations are'defined below.

I IT
Figure 0-8 - Subroutine VIII for Hydraulic System Simulation

- Divide V, by the number of accumulators associated
with the '5th pup of the kth hydraulic system; denote
this result by AVk.

c*75 - The volume of fluia in the jth accumulator is given
by

Vi,j,k,I,m,p - Vi-l,jk,,m,p - AVE A kp.

I. Subroutine IX.

Subroutine IX computes the accumulator pressure associated with
the system and loads being simulated. A pressure relief valve is
also simulated. The subroutine flow chart is given in Figure C-91
the operations are defined below.
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Subroutine 5

Figure C-9 - Subroutine IX for Hydraulic System Simulation

c*0- Compute accumulator and system pressure. The volume of
the jth accumulator of the pth pump of the kth hydraulic
system is denoted by Va~jj ) (These values are given
in the aircraft maintenance Eandbook. The precharged
accumulator has an air pressure Pa,J,k,p.) Boyles'
law can now be applied to yield the accumulator and
system pressure,&

Ph,i,j,k,I~l,m,p = (Va,jkp) (Pajk,p) +lPt(C-3)Va,j,k,p - Vi,j,k,I,m,p + AsJJk11Pt

whereAVs ,, k,j+l,p/At is the volume rate requirem~ent of
the (. +1) flsubsystem load, and ts is the simulation
cycle time.* The indicated product is computed in
Subroutine XVI.

b4 - Is the system pressure greater than a preset maximum?
This maximum system pressure is given by the maintenance
handbook.

c79  - Se ystem pressure to maximum.

s6 - Store Vi,j,k,9,m,p +[Avs ,i9j.k~j1p] ts as Vi,j,k,t+l,m,p.

IR At
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J. Subroutine X.

Subroutine X determines whether there is a pump-pressure indicator
and, if so, sets it to the pump pressure value. A selector switch
is simulated so that all pump pressures can be read on a single
indicator. An instructor indicator fail is also incorporated.
The flow is diagrammed in Figure C-10, and the operations are
defined below.

. 1C 70

-8b52

57 67 Y~

y N

B6 64g P52 y b

C7 41  y P53 1 6

Su~tLx -1

Figure C-10 -Subroutine X for Hydraulic System Simulation
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f54 - Is a pump-pressure indicator present? (In future "P.0
"I," and Od" decisions and "fw-type branches, testing
of the proper control word digits is implied.)

b7 5 - Has a subsystem load been computed corresponding to
this accuiulator?

150 - Is instructor's pump indicator fail switch on?
- Set instructor's pump indicator fail switch indicator

to ON.
bO - Is F-p pressure less than preset minimum? At this

point in the simulation (before loads are simulated),
the pump pressure is equal to the corresponding accumulator
pressure unless it has been failed by the instructor.

d57  - Is d-c electrical power available for indicator operation.
s64 - Set NO D-C for output to indicator. (Store.)
s66 - Set 7XV-5r output to indicator. (Store.)
s67 - Set M-for output to indicator. (Store.)

NOTE

c64, c66, and c67 refer to the particular pump being
simulated. Each pump has its own storage for output
to indicator.

P52 - Is pump pressure selector set on ALL?
53 - Is pump pressure selector set to Tei pump being simulated?

h53 - Set instructor's pump-pressure selector indicator.
c7 4 - Set pump-pressure indicator to last simulated pump

output storage.
b 51 - Is any pump output storage set to NO D-C?
c68  - Set pump pressure indicator to NO D.
52 - Is any pump output storage set TW!.
c69  - Set pump-pressure indicator to ILOW-
c7 0  - Set pump-pressure indicator to D.

K. Subroutine XI.

Subroutine XI sets the accumulator pressure gage, if present.
The flow is shown in Figure C-l1, and the operations are defined
below.
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Figure C-I - Subroutine XI for Hydraulic System Simulation

f56 - Is accumulator pressure gage present?

s85 -Store output to accumulator pressure gage.

L. Subroutine XII.

The low-pressure switches and warning lights, when present in
the hydraulic system, are simulated in Subroutine XII. This
subroutine computes the status of any automatic low-pressure
control. The operations are defined below.

N N I I iN

N N

Figure C-12 - Subroutine XII for Hydraulic System Simulation
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58 - Is a low-pressure switch present?
152 - Is instructor's low-pressure switch fail on?
h104 - Set instructor's low-pressure switch fail indicator

to ON.
f5 - Is T1e switch output to an indicator light?
P84 - Is pilot's low-pressure switch on?

-89  Set switch or light to OFF. If a switch is present that
starts the emergency pum, this operation (also c89 )
sets the control-word digit corresponding to P54. How-
ever, a distinction between this and the pilot's switch
setting of the control word digit must be made by the

54test.
hl04 - Set instructor's low-pressure switch fail indicator to

OFF.
b456 - Is system pressure less than a preset low?
4 - Is a-c electrical power needed?

d60 - Is a-c electrical power available?
f6O - Is d-c electrical power needed?

- Is d-c electrical power available?
c87  - Set subroutine output for switch.
c88  - Set subroutine output for light.
c89  - Set switch or light to ON.

M. Subroutine XIII.

Subroutine XIII determines whether a main system pressure selector
is present and, if so, determines its status. If the proper con-
ditions are met, the system pressure indicator will be set. The
instructor can fail the indicator directly or fail the circuit
breaker controlling electrical power to the indicator. Figure 0-13
is the subroutine flow chart, the functions for which are defined
below.
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I 0101

NIt Y - :!0
SY

Figure 0-13 - Subroutine XIII for Hydraulic System Simulation

f1 - Is a pressure gage selector present?
P - Is pilot's pressure gage selector set to the kth system?

Set instructors indicator associated with P to ON.

I53 -Is instructor's pressure gage fail switch on?
15 Is instructor's circuit breaker fail on?

-15 Set instructor's indicator associated with 5 to ON.
-lO Set pilot's circuit breaker (or breakers) to OFF.

f62 -Is a-c electrical power needed for gage or tra-i mitter?
P59 -Is pilot's a-c circuit breaker on?

3 - Is d-c electrical power needed for gage or transmitter?
P60  - Is pilot's d-c circuit breaker on?

53 - Set instructor's indicator associated with I53 to ON.

a -9-
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h57  - Set instructor's indicator associated with P60 to ON.
c93 - Set gage to system pressure.
d63 - Is a-c electrical power available?
d64 - Is d-c electrical power available?
c9 0  - Set pressure gage inoperative.

N. Subroutine XIV.

Both manual (pilot controlled) and automatic priority valves are
simulated in Subroutine XIV. This subroutine can modify the order
or number of loads that can be simulated for each hydraulic system.
The flow is charted in Figure C-24, while the operations are
defined below.

IVI

Figure C-14 - Subroutine XIV for Hydraulic System Simulation

b61 - Is a priority valve closed? This function includes
tests of pressure and pilot switch controlling priority
valve.

067 - Set modified subsystem control word.
d69 - Is simulation in steady-rate condition?

0. Subroutine XV.

Subroutine XV determines which loads are associated with the kth
hydraulic system and the jth accumulator. The operations of this
Subroutine, which is shown in Figure C-15, are defined below.
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Figure C-15- Subroutine XV for Hydraulic System Simulation

070 - Increase the subsystem index, I , tot+i. A control
word similar to the third control word of the pneumatic
system could be used for each hydraulic accumulator.

b59  - Have all subsystems of this system accumulator been
simulated? Test index or a special digit of the con-
trol word.

'Ci5 - Set b 7 5 Subroutine X to no.
c152 - Set .g Subroutine X to yes.
c153 - Reset Subsystem index.

P. Subroutine XVI.

Subroutine XVI simulates the hydraulic subsystems and includes
multiple actuator computations. The flow chart is shown in
Figure C-16; the operations are defined below.
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NT 
t

N

51 S0 1-~5 6 ON-Subroutine

1~11

Figure C-16 - Subroutine XVI for Hydraulic System Simulation

b71  - Is Vi.,j, k,,pp> (AVs j,k,X+1 p) At/ts? The subsystem
loads are volume rate decremen s given in the aircraft
manufacturer's hydraulic systems report.

c155 - Set control-word digit of (1+I)th subsystem to indicate
hydraulic power is available.

-'155 - Set control-word digit of (1+l)th subsystem to indicate
hydraulic power is unavailable.

d59  - Used with subsystem indexer. Is (1+I)th subsystem con-
trol valve open?

s52 - Store (AVs j .k,+lp) ts/At for Subroutine IX.

s51 - Store (AVs jk +lD ) ts/At = 0 for Subroutine IX.
c156 - Sum loads volume) For all subsystems of jth accumulator.
f62 - Is the (1+I)th subsystem powered by more than one

hydraulic system accumulator?
CloI  - Modify the ( +l)th subsystem requirements. This operation

proportions the total (1+I)th load according to the
number of actuators being powered, and stores this value
for Subroutine IX.

Ce4
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NOTE

It is assumed that computation cycle time will be fast
enough to permit one pass through Subroutine VIII for
each accumulator associated with a given pump. If
sufficient continuity is not obtained, it may be
necessary to perform operation c75 for each subsystem.
This will necessitate modificatig oOf AVk p+1 according
to the computation time between subuystm&.

Q. Subroutine XVII.

Subroutine XVII tests for the end of accumulator, pump, and
system loops. Figure C-17 presents the flow chart and the
operations are defined below.

bd3 360 VII 646 N o525 Sbotine

Ab 

d

!Subroutinei _

SN

Figure C-17 - Subroutine XVII for Hydraulic System Siaulation
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b6 3  - Have all accumulators of the kth system and pth pump
been simulated?

o69 - Advance accumulator index, J, to J~l.
c160 - Reset accumulator index.
bg4 - Have all pumps of the kth system been simulated?
052 - Advance pump index, p, to p+l.
cl6l - Reset pump index.
b65 - Have all hydraulic systems been simulated?
070 - Advance system index, k, to k+l.
d6 9  - Is simulation in steady-rate condition?

R. Subroutine XVIII.

Subroutine XVIII (see Figure C-18) provides the computations for
steady-rate simulation. The operations are defined below.

b-- 50 '6 7 -w C165 C6 -- Sbotn

Operation C1.5

Figure C-18 - Subroutine rVIII for Hydraulic System Simulation

c1 65  - Apply c75 with proper indexes.
c166 - Apply Equation c-3 from c 0, with (AV J,k,1+l,p) ts/At

replaced by proper sum obtained in cl3.
b150 - Have maximum number of steady-rate passes been made?
c167 - Counter; add one each pass.
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SECTION IX. APPENDIX D - ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEMS

A. Nomenclature.

1. Symbols.

K a Algebraic constant
Q w Torque with respect to engine rotor
P W Pressure
T Temperature
Wf - Main engine fuel flow
Wfr - Afterburner fuel flow
A Area
N Engine rotor speed
M Throttle position

2. Subscripts (for engine stations).

2 M Compressor inlet
3 - Compressor discharge
5 Turbine discharge
8 - Jet nozzle throat
B M Burner
x 2, 3, or B, as designated in text

3. Lower-case letters.

Lower-case letters a and bi are used to denote "true" con-
ditions. Each a i an bi are defined in the text; for example,
a9 : denotes that fuel shutoff valve "A" is open, and i9
signifies that valve "A" is closed.

Lower-case c is used to designate a computation or storing
process; for example, c3 6 - Nj= - fl(T2 ) means: evaluate
fl(T2 ) to find NDmax. % Pis-hen stored permanently or
temporarily, as required to facilitate later computations
involving N .

4. Superscripts.

Superscripts*, **, and ** are used to denote intermediate
computations used in evaluating the variable to which the
superscript is applied; for example, a? and ND * might
be used in determining whether a9 is %rue" or Ofalse,, or
while computing NDa,, respectively.
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B. Starting Routine.

The starting routine has been divided into nine subroutines,,
arranged as shown below in Figure D-1.

From Routine

N ~Subroutine I I niernigi
Enhgine cleared ofIsnngi
exceos fuel? Store self-sustaining mod.?

jy T -N
NstMSubroutine II fOrn IIs engineN

v required? Which one? js~; oidld

Tair
N Subroutine VI1 Subroutine IIIN

Eletkiic Power Starter energized?
available for ignition?Str

I

N Subroutine VII Subroutine XV
c-Rotor speed ithini limits Compuate and store

prescribed for air start? starter torques

Subroutine VIII Subroutn
Rotor speed within

Ignition "O? N limits prescribed
I for groundi start?

Input "Subroutine IX Go to oil
Compute and store [ pressurea routine.,

engie "Relite" paameter*

Figure D-1 - Starting Routine
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1. Subroutine I - Engine Cleared of Excess Fuel?

Flight handbooks imply that the aircraft engine be cleared of
excess fuel to increase the chances of obtaining a successful
air start following an engine flameout. Motoring procedures
are also outlined in the handbooks so that the pilot can clear
the engine of excess fuel when emergencies, such as evidence
of an engine fire following an engine shutdown, arise with
the aircraft grounded.

The digital simulation routine for the engine-clearing pro-
cedure is shown in Figure D-2. The following facts, which
are related to this and subsequent subroutines, are mentioned
here for clarity.

1. If the instructor does not intervene, the
student pilot must clear the engine of
excess fuel to start the engine. This
applies to ground starts as well as to air
starts.

2. The instructor can clear the engine of excess
fuel by pressing the ENGINE CLEAR button on
his console when he deems it unnecessary for
the pilot to follow the engine-clearing pro-
cedure prior to starting the engine. Of
course, the EIINE CLEAR button should not
be used when an air start is required by
the pilot.

3. As simulated herein, the pilot can clear
the engine of excess fuel by shutting off
the engine fuel supply while a preselected
rotor speed is obtained either by wind-
milling or by using the engine starter.
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Y6

N N

Surin IVY  a i 5ubo33n To I

Figure D-2 - Subroutine I for Clearing Engine of Excess Fuel

The operations used in Figure D-2 are defined below.

a53  - Engine flameout.

892 - Engine-start detent provided on throttle quadrant.
893 - Fuel tank selector switch turned to OFF.
a94 - EN -I-E CLEAR button depressed by insl*ctor.
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a95 - N>K1, where K1 is the minimum rotor speed at which
the engine can be cleared.

b16 - Throttle set.to OFF.
bl9 - Engine cleared of excess fuel.

2. Subroutine II - Ground or Air Start Required? Which One?

In the digital simulation, it is necessary to determine
whether or not the engine is running, and, if not, whether an
air start or a ground start is required. In addition, the
stage to which a ground start has progressed must be
established. An engine relight occurs while the starter
is energized, but until the engine rotor speed builds up
close to the starter cutoff speed, the torque developed by
the engine is not sufficient for self-sustained operation.
The associated conditions can be expressed in Boolean
algebra form:

a b air start required;53ground start required;
3 blO - ground start still in progress; that is,

relight achieved but starter still engaged; and

a53 )10 =  engine running under self-sustained power, where
a53 = engine flameout,
b7  - terrain ground clearance greater than zero feet, and
bl O - starter energized.

The computational flow diagram is shown in Figure D-3.

From a5 Mo b 0NTo "A" of

Subroutine ISurtieI

To b N

Subroutine VI SubroutineM

Figure D-3 - Subroutine II of Engine-Starting Routine
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3. Subroutine III - Starter Energized?

The computational flow diagram for establishing whether or
not the starter is energized is shown in Figure D-4. The
diagram is self-explanatory except possibly for those air-
craft in which a starter button or switch is not provided.
In these aircraft the starter is energized by moving the
throttle into the start detent on the throttle quadrant.
Unless the throttle is moved to the start detent before it
is moved to some other position on the quadrant, the starter
"holding" solenoid will not be energized. This produces an
indeterminant form when the throttle is neither in the "off"
nor "start" positions. This indeterminant form is circum-
vented in the digital simulation by the use of blo. The
operations are defined below.

From

Subroutine II

Y

Store To
Subroutine IV

Figure D-h - Subroutine III of Engine-Starting Routine
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b3  - Starter button or switch provided on aircraft.
- Starter button set to ON.

b8  - GTC or APP power avail-Mle for actuating starter.
b - Throttle at START.

O- Starter energ-;.
bll - N >K2, where K2 is the rpm of rotor at which starter

automatically disengages.
b16 - Throttle set to OFF.

4. Subroutine IV - Computation of Starter Torque.

Regardless of the type of aircraft starter employed - pneumatic,
air turbine, hot gas (combustion), etc. - the torque applied
to the engine rotor through the starter drive can be expressed
as a function of engine rotor speed. Of course, when the
starter is not energized, the torque output with respect to
the engine rotor is reduced to zero.

The computational flow diagram for Subroutine IV is shown
in Figure D-5; the operations are defined below.

)

Subroutie III

TO

Subrostirs V

Figure D-5 - Subroutine IV for Computing Starter Torque

blo - Starter energized.
cl - Compute and store Qstarter - fl(N) •

c2  - Store Qstarter a.

5-101-
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5. Subroutine V - Rotor Speed Within Limits Prescribed for Ground
ar7

Flight handbooks stipulate a particular rotor speed at which
to turn on the aircraft ignition while executing ground starts.
This stipulation is to ensure that the ratio of engine air
flow to engine fuel flow near the stipulated rotor speed is
optimum for successful ground starts. A band of rotor speeds
conducive to successful ground starts is provided for in the
digital simulation. Unless the rotor speed falls within the
preselected minimum and maximum rotor speed limits when the
pilot turns on the ignition, all ground start attempts will
result in failure. The computational flow diagram for
determining whether the rotor speed is within these limits
is shown in Figure D-6, and the operations are defined below.

From 7 N

"W~outim1 IV a.

ftbroutine Subroutite 1X1

Figure D-6 - Subroutine V for Determining Rotor Speed

b17 - N>K3 , where K3 is the minimum rotor speed at which
an engine relight can be achieved during ground
start attempts.

bl8  - N<K4, where K4 is the maximum rotor speed at which
an engine relight can be achieved during ground
start attempts.
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6. Subroutine VI - Electric Power Supplied to Eigine Ignition
(Air Starts)?

Air starts cannot be achieved unless electric power is
supplied to the ignition system. Obviously, the OTC employed
for ground start cannot be utilized; the power source must
be internal to the aircraft. The digital routine shown in
Figure D-7 will prevent an air start from being achieved
for either of two reasons:

1. Electric power is not available for energizing
the ignition system.

2. The ignition system is inoperative because the
GTC is disconnected and the emergency procedure
for *linking" the ignition system with an inter-
nal aircraft power source has not been executed
by the pilot.

Froy

Subroutine I1 * b12

y

Figure D-7 - Subroutine VI to Ascertain Availability

of Electric Power

The operations are defined below.

b - Ignition system controlled by starter relay.
- Eergency ignition switch turned to ON.

b12 - Electric power, generated internal to-the aircraft,
is available for operating the ignition systm.
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7. Subroutine VII - Rotor Speed within Limits Prescribed for
Air tart.

Subroutine VII is essentially the same as Subroutine V,
except it applies to air starts rather than ground starts.
Consequently, the rotor speed limits employed in the two
subroutines are not necessarily the same. The computational
flow diagram for Subroutine VII is given in Figure D-8, and
the operations are defined below.

From b4N

Subroutine VI

Y

Figure D-8 - Subroutine VII to Ascertain Rotor Speed

blu - N'K5, where K5 is the minimum rotor speed at which
an engine relight can be achieved during air start
attempts.

b5 1 - N <K6 , where K6 is the maximum rotor speed at which
an engine relight can be achieved during air start
attempts.
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8. Subroutine VIII - Ignition On?

As a result of the course of events leading up to Subroutine
VIII, the ignitors within the engine combustion chambers will
"fire" if:

1. The ignition system has not been failed by
the instructor

2. The throttle is positioned other than in the
"off" position

3. The ignition button, if provided, is held in
the "on" position by the pilot

The computational flow diagram for Subroutine VIII is shown
in Figure D-9, and the operations are defined below.

Inputs from

Subroutines V and VII b13

b16

N

TO "B" of Y 6, To 11A11 of

Subroutine IX 9 Subroutine 1X

Figure D-9 - Subroutine VIII to Ascertain if
Ignition Is On

b13 - Ignition system failed by instructor.
b16 - Throttle in off position.
b56 - Ignition button provided on aircraft.

- Ignition button in on position.
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9. Subroutine IX - Engine Relight Parameter.

In the simulation performed during Subroutine IX, it is
intended that, once the engine has been shut down or the
engine has flamed out, an engine relight can be obtained
mIT if-

1. The engine is cleared of excess fuel before
the ignition is turned *on"

2. The following events occur simultaneously:
a. The engine speed is within the pre-

scribed limits for an air or ground
start

b. The ignition is "on*
c. The engine fuel flow is neither less

than the minimum scheduled fuel flow
limit nor greater than the maximum
scheduled fuel flow limit

Except for item 2,c, above, which is determined in a subse-
quent subroutine, the above conditions can be true only when
the computational flow of information leads fron Subroutine
VIII to NBN of Subroutine II, and the value of b19 stored
in Subroutine I indicates that the engine has been cleared
of excess fuel.

The engine relight parameter, used in a later subroutine,
denotes whether or not a relight will occur if the proper
amount of fuel is supplied to the engine. The computational
flow diagram for the generation of the relight parameter,
b2o, is shown in Figure D-10. The operations are defined
below.
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Input "A" Input "B"1

Start of

) RXoutize C

Figure D-10 - Subroutine IX for Engine Relight Parameter

-l Engine cleared of excess fuel
b2 Relight occurs, provided the proper anount of fuel

is supplied to the engine; b2 0 implies either that
the engine is running or that a relight in impossible.
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C. Oil Pressure Routine

In the digital simulation, engine oil pressure is generated as
a function of engine speed. Provision is made for the instructor
to effect either a total or partial pressure loss so that it
appears to the pilot as if a malfunction of sacme form has occurred
in the engine oil system. During such an occurrence, the engine
speed function is multiplied by an appropriate constant. The
computational flow diagram is shown in Figure D-ll, and the
operations are defined below.

From 4 a8  Y

Routine B

i i

Routine D

Figure D-11 - Oil Pressure Routine

c4 - Poil - f2 (N)

c5 - Poil m Poil
c6  - -Pol - K7  oil ' where K7 - (Poil) partial pressure loss

(Poil) normal operation

c7 - Poil 0 m
a8 6  - Oil-system malfunction causing partial pressure loss,

as instituted by instructor.
a87  - Total oil pressure loss instituted by instructor.
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D. External Rotor Torque Routine.

Rotor torque as computed in this routine does not include the
torque developed as a result of any thermodynamic reactions
occurring in the engine. It refers only to externally and
mechanically applied torque; that is, the torque developed by the
engine starter, and the torque developed by a "binding" rotor.
The total external rotor torque computed in this routine will,
when added to the torques developed by the engine turbine and
compressor, yield the total amount of torque applied to the
engine rotor.

This simulation will permit the instructor to institute the
effects of a binding engine rotor in conjunction with an oil
system malfunction. During such an event, the rotor torque
computed in this routine will be decreased appreciably so that
the engine speed decreases to zero at a rapid rate. Thus, the
engine tachometer and oil pressure indicator readings will indicate
to the pilot that the engine malfunction occurred because of
faulty engine lubrication.

The computational flow diagram for determining the total amount
of external torque applied to the rotor is shown in Figure D-12,
while the operations are defined below.

Frou

Figure D-12 - External Rotor Torque Routine
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a5  - Is start flag up?
a86  - Oil system malfunction causing partial pressure loss, as

instituted by instructor.
a8 7  - Total oil pressure loss instituted by instructor.
a88  - Binding rotor effects desired by instructor.
c3  - Qtotal = Qstarter * Qrotor bind-
c8 - Qrotor bind = 0
C9  - Qrotor bind = - K8, where -K8 is the rotor torque to

be assumed for a binding rotor.

E. Fuel Available At Inputs To Engine And Afterburner Fuel Pumps? Store

Fuel is usually supplied to the engine from a single main supply
tank. In some aircraft, however, twin supply tanks are provided,
and fuel may be drawn from either or both of the tanks. Opening
and closing the fuel tank shutoff valves determines from which
tank(s) fuel is supplied. The shutoff valves, either mechanically
or electrically operated, are usually controlled by a fuel selector
switch located in the cockpit. In some instances where only a
single main supply tank is employed, the fuel shutoff valve is
controlled directly from the master switch. Fuel becomes available
at the inputs to the engine and afterburner fuel pumps when there
is fuel in at least one of the main supply tanks for which a fuel
flow path has been opened, or if the system has a by-pass delivery
mode and if that mode is in use. Thus, there are five possible
combinations of delivery modes:

1. A single tank serving a single engine (or a set of
two engines)

2. Two tanks serving a single engine
3. A single tank serving two engines (or two sets)
4. Two tanks serving two engines
5. By-pass mode

The delivery mode in use and the condition of the flow paths must
be ascertained. In addition, the available flow rate to the
engine fuel pumps must be determined. The following conditions
must be observed in the interest of computational efficiency.

1. The by-pass mode is used only when the service tank
shutoff valves are closed, and it cannot be used
with the cross-feed option.

2. If a service tank is operating in a gravity mode, it
cannot be cross-fed to a pressurized fuel line.
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The digital routine used to determine that fuel is available at
the engine fuel pumps is shown in the routine of Figure D-13.
The mibroutines are shown in Figures D-31t and D-15. and the
operations are defined below.
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Figure D-13 Fuel Available Routine
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Figure D-lh Subroutine II of Fuel Available Routine
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FROM SUBROUNTINE 11

FUEL8 NO FUEL FUEL FUEL FUEL
FUELAVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILAULE

TO ROUTINE F

Fifrure D-15 - Subroutine III of Fuel Available Routine
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a18 - Fuel is available at engine fuel pumps.
a9 1  - Store fuel flow path as AE; go to alOO.
a92 - Store "no fuel flow;" go to alOO .
a93 - Store fuel flow path as CE; go to alO O .
a94 - Store fuel flow path as UDF; go to alOO.
a9 5  - Store fuel flow path as BDE; go to alOO.
a96  - Store fuel flow path as BF + BDE; go to alOO .
a 97 - Store fuel flow path as AE + ADF.
a9 8  - Store fuel flow path as BF.
a99 - Store fuel flow path as AE + BF.
alO0 - Is tank 1 selected to supply fuel?
al 1 - Store fuel flow path as AE + BDF.
al02 - Store fuel flow path as AF + BF + ADF + BDE.
a103 - Store fuel flow path as BF + ADF.
al05 - Store fuel flow path as GF.
al 6 - Store fuel flow path as GF + CE.
alO9 - Use double pump element transfer function for flow

leaving tank 1.
all0 Use single pump element transfer function for flow

leaving tank 1.
ll -Use emergency low-speed transfer function for flow

leaving tank 1.
a112 - Use gravity-flow transfer function for flow leaving

tank 1.
all 3 - Use double-pump element transfer function for flow

leaving tank 2.
all4 - Use single-pump element transfer function for flow

leaving tank 2.
a115 - Use low-speed element transfer function for flow

leaving tank 2.
a116 - Use gravity-flow transfer function for flow leaving

tank 2.
b70  - Are there two service tanks?
b71 - Are the shutoff valves electrically operated?
b 72 - Is shutoff valve power available?
b73  - Is there a service tank selector switch?
b74 - Store, shutoff valves controlled by engine master switch.
b75  - Is engine master I on?
b76  - Is engine master 2 on?
b 7 - Is shutoff valve A open?

- Is shutoff valve E open?
b79 - Is there a by-pass mode?
bso - Is by-pass mode is use?

b~l - Is selector switch in A?

1a
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b82  - Engine master switch on.
b83  - Is shutoff valve open?
b84 - Is shutoff valve B open?
b85 - Is shutoff valve F open?
b86  - Is engine master 3 on?
b87  - Is engine master 4 on?
b88  - Is selector switch in B?
b89  - Is selector switch in both?
b90  - Is cross-feed valve D open?
b91  - Is by-pass valve C open?
b92  - Is by-pass valve G open?
b93  - Does tank 1 contain fuel?
b94 - Is high-speed boost pump poer available?
b95 - Are both high-speed pump elements operative?
b96  - Is one high-speed boost pump element operative?
b97  - Is emergency low-speed power available?
b98  - Is emergency low-speed pump operative?
b99  - Is emergency low-speed mode in use?
IlOO - Is there a gravity mode available?

blol - Is g vector positive?
b - Store: no fuel leaving tank 1.
b103 - Is tank 2 selected to supply fuel?
bl - Does tank 2 contain fuel?
b1O5 - Is high-speed pump power available?
06 - Are both high-speed pump elements operative?

b 107 - Is one high-speed pump element operative?
bj08 - Is emergency low-speed power available?
blO9  - Is emergency low-speed pump in use?
bllO - Is there a gravity mode available?
bllI- Is g vector positive?
b1l2 - Store: no fuel leaving tank 2.
bll 3  - Is fuel leaving tank 1?
bl14 - Is fuel leaving tank 2?
bll 5 - Is the by-pass mode in use?
bi - Is the by-pass mode selected to supply fuel?
b1 7  - Is there fuel in at least one tank supplying the by-pass

line?
blu8 - Store: use the by-pass transfer function for fuel flow.
bll 9 - Store: use the transfer function stored previously for

tank 2.
b12O - Is fuel flowing from tank 2?
b121 - Store: use the transfer function stored previously for

tank 1.
b122 - Combine the stored transfer functions for tanks 1 and 2.
b123 - Store the combined transfer functions for fuel flow.
b124  - Is fuel available at the inputs to the engine fuel puwps.
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F. Compute and Store Effective Fuel Pressure.

The fuel flow capable of being delivered by the main engine and
afterburner fuel pumps normally exceeds the fuel demands established
by the main engine and afterburner fuel control units. However,
fuel-tank booster pump failures can reduce the flow rate output
of the engine and afterburner fuel pumps below the output demanded
for normal engine and afterburner operation; and an empty fuel-
supply tank selected by reason of pilot error will result in
stopping the flow of fuel entirely. It is necessary to establish
the effective fuel pressure, Preg, being maintained, with respect
to the engine and afterburner fuel control units, so that the
maximum flow rate available can be ascertained. In a later sub-
routine, the available and demanded flow rates are compared to
establish the actual rate at which fuel is being metered to the
fuel nozzles and afterburner spray bars. The computational flow
diagram for determining the effective fuel pressure is shown in
Figure D-16.

Fraio1 a1 m
Routine E

Figure D-16 - Effective Fuel Pressure Routine

alO - Set Peff - 0.
al3 - Store ccmbined engine fuel transfer function.
a14 - Store Peff"
&18 - Fuel is available at engine fuel pump.
clO - Combine the engine transfer function from Routine K

with the engine fuel pump transfer function.
c3_l - Use Wfn-l ) to compute P. from the combined engine transfer

functign.'
c12 - Compute Peff - Preg •

Ps
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G. Emergency Afterburner Modulation System On? Store.

Some aircraft are equipped with an emergency afterburner modulation
system that permits afterburner light-off in the military sector
of the throttle quadrant and allows modulation to landing power
range. This emergency feature is provided when the normal thrust
output of the engine is not sufficient to maintain flight in the
landing configuration when or if the jet nozzle fails in the open
position.

When the emergency modulation system is turned "on,'" the after-
burner demand switch is electrically by-passed; the acceleration
bleed valves are de-energized in the open position; the inlet
guide vanes are de-energized in the closed position; the exhaust
nozzle override is energized, causing the nozzle to open if it
is not already fully open; the normal fuel schedule for the
afterburner is modified to prevent a lean mixture blowout at
decreased throttle settings; and the normal fuel schedule for
the engine is modified to prevent stagnation at decreased engine
speeds. The necessity for establishing whether or not the
emergency afterburner modulation system is in use is obvious;
the computational flow diagram is shown in Figure D-17 and the
operations are defined below.

Routine F -o.a33. 55 40 -o 39

Figure D-17 - Emergency Afterburner Modulation System Routine
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a3 1  - Engine equipped with an emergency afterburner modulation
system.

a39 - Emergency afterburner modulation switch in ON position.
a40 - Emergency afterburner modulation system failed by instructor.
a 55 - Electric power available for operating afterburner fuel

control system.
a65 - Emergency afterburner modulation system is in operation.
a66 - Emergency modulation system is deactivated by electrical

power failure.

H. Fuel Available at Input to Main Engine Fuel Control Unit? Store.

Depending on the particular aircraft, fuel to the main engine
fuel control system is supplied from either a dual-stage
engine-driven fuel pump or from two engine-driven fuel pumps
operating in parallel. This duplication ensures that adequate
fuel will be supplied to the engine in case a fuel pump fails.
For the dual-stage engine-driven fuel pump, the emergency stage
is normally employed to supply fuel to the afterburner fuel
control unit. When the main engine stage fails, the flow of
fuel from the emergency afterburner stage to the afterburner fuel
control unit is reduced until an adequate supply of fuel is being
by-passed to the main engine fuel control unit. This changeover
is accomplished automatically.

The routine for determining whether fuel is available at the input
to the main engine fuel control unit is shown in Figure D-18.
The routine for establishing whether or not fuel is available at
the inputs to the engine-driven fuel pumps was discussed in item
E, above. The operations involved in this routine are defined
below.

Ao -118-
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Fron t l 2. 2 1 2Routine G

.N

a 7 ,, 117 6 -I

Subroutine III Subroutine I1
of Routine IIof Routine I

Figure D-18 - Routine for Fuel Availability at Input
to Main Engine Control Unit

a18 - Fuel available at inlets to engine and afterburner fuel
pumps.

a2 0  - Afterburner fuel pump is separate from engine emergency
fuel pump.

a21  - Failure of afterburner fuel pump (or afterburner stage)
by instructor.

a22 - Failure of engine fuel pump no. 1 (or engine stage) by
instructor.

a23 - Failure Of engine fuel pump no. 2 by instructor.
a76  - Fuel available at input to main engine fuel control unit.
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I. Engine Fuel Flow Routine.

From the engine-driven fuel pumps, fuel is pumped to the main
fuel-control unit where it is metered in the proper quantities
to the fuel nozzles of the engine combustor. The main fuel
control unit can be viewed as having a fuel-metering system and
a computing system that together control engine fuel flow during
engine starting, acceleration, deceleration, and steady-state
operation. The metering system selects fuel flow to be supplied
to the engine burners in accordance with the amount of thrust
demanded by the particular throttle position selected by the
pilot; but this flow rate is subject to engine operating limitations
scheduled by the computing system as it monitors various operating
parameters: compressor-inlet temperature, compressor-inlet
pressure, compressor-discharge pressure, and burner pressure.
The computing system safe-guard against compressor stall,
flameout, engine overspeed, and pressures and temperatures chat
exceed the mechanical limits of the engine.

In case the normal control system malfunctions, main engine fuel
flow control can be transferred to the emergency fuel control
system, assuming that one is provided, by manually operating a
switch in the cockpit. During emergency operation of the fuel
control unit, the normal compensation of fuel flow is eliminated,
and the pilot must control fuel flow manually with the throttle.
Emergency flow is altitude-compensated up to approximately
30,000 ft. Above this altitude the pilot must manipulate the
throttle to maintain constant rpm; the throttle must be moved
slowly and smoothly to prevent compressor stall during acceleration
and a flameout during deceleration.

Actual engine fuel flow depends not only upon the fuel flow
demand established by the engine fuel control unit, either normal
or emergency, but also up on the amount of fuel flow that can be
delivered by the engine-driven fuel pumps. That is, during a
malfunction that affects fuel pump delivery, the maximum rate at
which fuel can be delivered to the engine may not be sufficient
to meet the demand established by the fuel control unit. In the
digital simulation, demanded and available rates of flow are
compared to establish the actual rate at which fuel is being
supplied to the engine burners.

The computation flow diagram used in the proposed digital simu-
lation is shown in Figure D-19; the individual subroutines are
discussed below.
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From Subroutine I 0/S Fuel

Routine H Schedule Limits

i i

Subroutine II Normal or
Emergency Fuel Control

Unit in Use? Store

From Subroutine III C/S

Routine H Fuel Flow Demand

i
TO Subroutine IV C/S

Roti ne J Actual Engine Fuel Flow

Figure D-19 - Engine Fuel Flow Routine

1. Subroutine I - Compute and Store Fuel Schedule Limits

From a consideration of the main fuel control unit described
above, the fuel schedule limits can be designated to form a
part of the fuel control unit computing system. The minimum
limit essentially ensures that enough fuel will be supplied
to the engine to prevent a lean fuel air mixture flameout.
The maximum limit prevents excessive amounts of fuel from
being supplied to the engine burners, thereby protecting
against compressor stall and rich flameout. The fuel schedule
limits are varied with the engine operating parameters
mentioned earlier. Since these parameters are not monitored
when the emergency fuel control unit is in operation, pro-
tection from compressor stall and flameout is furnished by
the use of the normal fuel control unit only.
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The computational flow diagram used in the digital simulation
is shown in Figure D-20. Note that entry into this routine
occurs only when it is established in Routine H that fuel
is available at the outputs of the engine-driven fuel pumps.
The operations are defined below.

From 04a3 1Routine 
H 

'-1T

'17 11 To

Subroutine II

Figure D-20 - Subroutine I for Fuel Schedule Limits

a30 - Either compressor-discharge pressure of burner
pressure is used in establishing the maximum andi
minimum limits for fuel flow to the engine.

cjj4 -fa f, (N, TO) (see Note, below).

Wfma Wfmax

c6 Wfma Wfma P3
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Wfmin P3
17 P2  fi2;

C18 - - " f3 (N)

P2
NOTE

Depending on the particular aircraft, Px will be identical
to one of the following parameters: compressor inlet pressure,
compressor discharge pressure, or burner pressure. However,
the digital simulation includes provisions for using the
burner pressure parameter directly. It is intended that
gN, T2) be modified to permit the substitution of P3 for Px
in lieu of PB, thereby eliminating the need to use, and hence
the requirement to generate, the burner pressure parameter
in the engine simulation.

2. Subroutine II - Normal or Emergency Fuel Control Unit in Use?
0Store.

The computational flow diagram, shown in Figure D-21, deter-
mines whether the normal or the emergency fuel control unit
is being used to continue engine fuel flow. The operations
are defined below.
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y 80 From
Subroutine I

N

a28

N £2

a27

Figure D-21 -Subroutine II to Ascertain
Fuel Control Unit in Use

a5- hergency fuel control selector switch in "normal,"
not "emergency,* position.

£26 - Electric power available for accomplishing a change-
over fran normal to emergency fuel control operation,
or vice versa.

a27 - Emergency fuel control system actuator (normal to
emergency control, or vice versa) failed by instructor.
o28 - Emergency fuel control system provided for engine.

a29 - Normal fuel control unit being used to control engine
fuel flow.

a80 - Speed governor failed by instructor (this type of
failure is applicable only to the normal fuel control
unit; switching to the emergency fuel control unit
routine yields the desired effects).
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3. Subroutine III - Compute and Store Fuel Flow Demand.

The main fuel control unit is essentially an isochronous con-
trol in which an integrated speed error signal positions a
fuel-metering valve. The speed error signal is obtained by
comparing engine speed (rotor rpm) with an engine speed demand
established as a function of throttle position and compressor
inlet temperature. The fuel flow limits mentioned in Sub-
routine I are incorporated into the control by restricting
the minimum and maximum opening of the fuel-metering valve.
Further limiting of fuel flow is provided by the action of a
speed governor during engine accelerations. The governor
eliminates excessive overspeeds by reducing fuel flow below
the maximum scheduled limit as the engine speed approaches
or overshoots the maximum rated engine speed.

During emergency operation the fuel metering valve is
positioned essentially by direct mechanical linkage with the
throttle; that is, speed error compensation, speed governor
action, fuel-flow limiter action, and temperature compensation
are eliminated. Some altitude compensation, however, is pro-
vided by monitoring compressor inlet pressure.

The digital simulation shown in Figure D-22 applies to both
modes of operation. Note that provisions have been made for
the instructor to introduce malfunctions in both the emergency
and normal fuel control units. In addition, the fuel demand
established for normal operation is modified by operation of
the emergency afterburner modulation system; the necessary
changes in fuel flow are introduced into the simulation when
the pilot energizes the emergency afterburner modulation
system. The operations are described below.
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FROM SUBROUTINE 11

aRO asRUIN I YES NO O 0N

FMM~~T SUBROUTINE IV ES "

Figure III2 - 2 Surutn II9 to Comut an7tr4TilFowD
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S- K9 , where K is the fuel flow obtained when
P2  a throttlelinkage failure occurs, assuming

a fixed position of the fuel-metering valve
in the emergency fuel control unit.

0- ---I '1 l(a).

P2

WfC21  - - - 0.
P2

c22 - /4 = K10, where K10 is fuel control gain suitable
for effecting slow throttle response.

c23 - /u - Kll, where K11 is fuel control gain suitable
for effecting desired degree of engine
instability.

c2 4  - /p - K12 , where K12 is fuel control gain during
normal operation.

c26 - Nma fl (T2).
c27 - ND
028 - ND
C29 - NE PND-N.
030 - ND KI3 , where K13 is the speed demand when a

throttle linkage failure occurs; a fixed
position of fuel control unit throttle
linkage is assumed.

c31 - "2 " At "

W? wf Aw?*c32 - P2 P2  P2-

Wf** Wfmin

P2 " P2

c3 4 '2 P2
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035 P2 72

Wf ** Wfmx
c36 - K2 - j ax I K14 - Wf(a 2  °)/Af(a42 - 1)

wf**
c3 7  - -- 0.

P2

a29 - Normal fuel control unit is being used to control
engine fuel flow.

a32  - N> NDmax

Wf >Wfmax
2 P2

Wf fmin
a34 -F- -72-

a4 - Engine speed greater than fuel enrichment solenoid

cutoff, N > NFE.
a42- Fuel enrichment solenoid valve closed.
a65 - Emergency afterburner modulation system is in operation.
a67- Emergency fuel control unit failed by instructor.
a68 - No change in fuel flow with throttle changes (instructor).
a69 - Malfunction of engine fuel control unit: slow throttle

response (instructor).
a70 - Malfunction of engine fuel control unit: unstable

engine operation (instructor).
a71 - N > 101 percent, where Nmax is maximum rated rotor

speed.
a72 - Engine overspeed requested by instructor.
a73 - N > Noverspeed, where Noverspeed is any desired

constant that is suitable for use when a72 - I.
a74 - Broken throttle linkage (instructor).

a75 - Wf Wfmax where Ku4 Wf(a4 2 =)
P2 P2 8 1)
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4. Subroutine IV - Compute and Store Actual Engine Fuel Flow.

In Subroutine IV the fuel available from the engine-driven
fuel pumps is computed and compared with the fuel demand
established in Subroutine III. The actual rate at which
fuel is being supplied to the engine burners is then obtained.
The computational flow diagram is presented in Figure D-23;
the operations are defined below.

From bal
Subroutine III

Figure D-23 - Subroutine IV for ooputing Enine Fuel Flow
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a20 - Afterburner fuel pumps are separate from engine
emergency fuel pump.

a22 - Failure of engine fuel pump no. 1 (or engine stage)
by instructor.

Wfavail Wf
a37 - - Pf

b21 - Peff < 1
C3 8 - Wfavail = fl (Peff) (single-element engine fuel pump

transfer function).c3 9 - Wfavail = f2 (Peff) (double-element engine fuel pump
transfer function).

Cho -fWfavail [f.... P2 = Wfavail P

wf
c41 - - .

P2 P2
Wf ai 1

- P2 P2 "

F3- Wf -[ PIP2

J. Compressor Stall and Flameout Routine.

A prime purpose of the maximum fuel flow limit [see SubroutineI of Routine I (item 1, 1, abovef is to safeguard againstcompressor stall and rich flameout. Likewise, the minimum fuellimit essentially eliminates lean flameouts. Although the actualconditions that result in flameout or compressor stall are deter-mined by the thermodynamic relationships existing in the engine,it is sufficient for simulator purposes to assume that the con-ditions for compressor stall and rich flameout are satisfied whenengine fuel flow has reached or exceeded the maximum fuel limit,and that the conditions for a lean flameout are satisfied whenengine fuel flow has decreased to or below the minimum fuel limit.
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The effects of a compressor stall or flameout upon the dependent
engine parameters - temperatures, pressures, air flow, and gross
thrust-are not treated here since they form a part of the engine
simulation. This routine simply provides a signal to indicate
when the effects of a compressor stall or flameout should be
simulated in the engine simulation (see Appendix 9).

A signal to simulate the effects of flameout occurs when: -

1. Engine fuel flow exceeds the maximum limit by
a prescribed percentage

2. Egine fuel flow falls below the minimum limit
by a prescribed percentage

3. A rich or lean flameout is requested by the
instructor and engine fuel is at or above the
maximum limit, or at or below the minimum limit,
respectively.

A signal to simulate the effects of compressor stall results
when engine fuel flow is at or above the maximum fuel limit and
a compressor stall is requested by the instructor. In the eventthe instructor has requested both compressor stall and rich
flameout, the request for a flameout predominates.

The computational flow diagram for the compressor stall and
flameout routine is shown in Figure D-24. Note the use of the
relight parameter generated in the starting routine. The
operations are defined below.
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FROM ROUTINE VIII

i
0 51 NO 78 NO a 48

YES YES YES

YES
a

47

NO

YES

79

NO

NO YES

so

0 53 Y S 53* NO b 20

NO 
YES

NO

54 a 53 C53* 5 0

YES

NO

49

YES

YE

L L- jo &I- TO ROUTINE X

Figure D-2h - Compressor Stall and Flameout Routine I
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Wf< Wfmaxah7: -

Wf, Wfmin

a49 - Compressor stall requested by instructor.
a5o - Rich flameout requested by instructor.
a51  - Lean flameout requested by instructor.
a52  - Compressor stall to be simulated in engine simulation.
a53  - Engine flameout to be simulated in engine simulation.

- N > KI5 , where K15 corresponds to engine idle rpm.a4 W I Wfmin teo
af f< K 1 6 -in where K16 designates the proportion ofa78: - 2 < 2 Wfmin at which lean flameout is to occur

automatically.WI, Wfmax

aWf > KI -, where K17 designates the proportion of79. P2 17  P2 Wfmax at which rich flameout is to occur
automatically.

b20 - Relight occurs, provided proper amount of fuel is supplied
to the engine.

K. Afterburner Fuel Flow Routine.

The afterburner fuel control unit, like the main fuel control unit,
can be considered to have a fuel-metering system and a computing
system. Fuel obtained from the afterburner fuel pump, enpine-
driven like the main fuel pumps, is metered to afterburner spray
bars in response to the thrust demanded by the throttle position
selected by the pilot, but subject to minimum and maximum flow
rates established by the computing system as a function of com-
pressor discharge static pressure. The fuel limits essentially
prevent inadvertent afterburner blowout from lean and rich fuel-
air ratios. The maximum limit also prevents the maximum limitation
on tailpipe temperature from being exceeded.

Normally, no fuel is permitted to flow to the afterburner until
the throttle has been advanced from military to the minimum
reheat detent on the throttle quadrant or beyond. However$.
during operation of the emergency afterburner modulation system,
if one is provided, the afterburner demand switch is electrically
bypassed and a flow of fuel to the afterburner is established
even while the throttle is positioned in the idle-to-military range.
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In either event, the actual rate at which fuel flows to the
afterburner is determined by the fuel demand established in
the fuel control unit and the amount of fuel available at
the output of the afterburner fuel pump. During emergency
modulation, the amount of fuel that would normally be supplied
to the afterburner is supplemented by additional fuel to pre-
vent lean afterburner blowouts from occurring at reduced engine
speeds.

The computational flow diagram for the afterburner fuel flow
routine, with provisions for introducing various malfunctions
by the instructor, is shown in Figure D-25. The operations are
defined below.
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FRM aYES aYES aYES 0 YES

ROUTINE J 19 Is 021 020

NO NO YES No

b 21 NOgo

YES 0 37 NO

NOO

YESS

NOS YESO a59N

b YES

252

YE O N

YESS

b0 25a2 E c4 1N

ROUTINE L

C C

Figure D.-25 - Afterburner.Fuel Flow Routine
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a1 8  - Fuel available at inlets to engine and afterburner
fuel pumps.

a19 - Engine equipped with afterburner.
a20 - Afterburner fuel pump is separate from engine emergency

fuel pump.
a2 1 - Failure of afterburner fuel pump by instructor.
a22 - Failure of engine fuel pump no. 1 (or engine stage) by

instructor.
wrafl w**

a3 7 P2 P2

a55 - Electric power available for afterburner fuel control
system operation.

a56 - Electric power failure closes afterburner shutoff valve.
a57  - a 2 K1 8, where K18 corresponds to throttle position

at minimum reheat setting.
a58  - Afterburner equipped with speed lockout.
a59  - Afterburner equipped with emergency fuel shutoff valve

mechanically opened and closed with throttle movement.

&60 - N > K9 , where K19 corresponds to the lowest engine speed
at which the speed lockout allows afterburner operation
to be initiated.

a6 1  - N < K20, where K20 corresponds to engine speed at which
afterburning is automatically terminated by the speed
lockout; Note that K19 > K20.

a62 - G > K2 1 , where K2 1 corresponds to the throttle position
where, assumming a59 - 1, the afterburner fuel shutoff
valve goes from an open to closed position, or vice
versa.

a6 3  - Afterburner fuel shutoff valve is open.
a64 - Afterburner fuel shutoff valve made inoperable by

instructor.
a65 - Emergency afterburner modulation system is in operation.
b2l - Peff' 1.-23 - Wf < _ frd"
2 - WFr f rdw *b25 - Wfravail= Wfr"

c44 -Wfrmi n  _fl r(Ps3)"

c45 - Wfrmax - f 2  (Ps3).

e46 - Wfr M (Wfrmax - Wfrmin) f3 (a) + Wfr •
-Wfr - Wft*" K22 At, where K22 corr3onds to fuelr refulator gain constant.
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048 - W4 1 - 0.
c49 - W'- Wt 1*" - K22 At.

c50r- Wf Wr
c51 - Wr W * + f3 (Ps3), where f (P5 ) expresses the

amount Of supplemental fuel suppl ed daring emergency
afterburner modulation.52 - W ?- : T

c53 -Wfr rr54 - Wfriail - f3 (Peef)n

c55 - Wfravai I  m (WfravailI/P2) (P2).

Wfravail Wfravail Wf
26  P P2 P2

c57 - Wfr . 0.

c58 - Wfr = Wfravail.

L. Afterburner Light-Off and Blowout Routine:

To initiate an afterburner light-off, the ignition system must
be operable and a sufficient amount of fuel must be entering
the afterburner. The minimum amount of fuel required for a
light-off is essentially the same as the minimum limit discussed
in the previous routine. In the digital simulation, an after-
burner light-off occurs when the fuel flow to the afterburner
has increased from zero to the minimum fuel schedule limit,
assuming that a malfunction to prevent light-off has not been
introduced by the instructor. Afterburner blowout corresponding
to a lean fuel-air mixture occurs automatically when fuel flow
drops below this minimum limit. In addition, a rich or lean
afterburner blowout can be introduced by the instructor when
fuel flow falls within certain limits imposed on the maximum and
minimum limits, respectively. The computational flow diagram
is shown in Figure D-26, and the operations are defined below.
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NO
im

Y S

YES YES

53 0 0 al b'W

NO NO

b 30 N b 26 NO

YES YES

YES a 84 b 34 YES

NO
NO

b 29 NO 
NO b 35

YES

N YES YES L NO
83 - 36

cl 65 NO b 32 YES

YES NO

YES b
26

NO

YES b NO
31

Figure D-26 - Afterburner Light-Off and Blowout Routine
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a53  - Engine flameout.
a6 5  - Emergency afterburner modulation system in operation.
a8 1  - Afterburner light-off (in afterburning).
a82 - Wf > 0.
a8 3  - Lean afterburner blowout requested by instructor.
a84 - Rich afterburner blowout requested by instructor.
b26 - Afterburner recycled (refers to ignition system) and

cleared of excess fuel.
b2 8  - WfrNk Wfrmi n -

b2 9  - Wfr < K2 Wfr , where K23 is selected on basis of
allowing he insructor to introduce a rich blowout
under realistic rich blowout conditions (K23 0.9).

- Wf > K24 Wf___ , where K21 is similar to K2 3 and applies
torlean bl;o; ui R(K 23 el. I .

b31 - Wfr < Wf*r .
b32  - Wfr Wf .r ri
b34 - Afterburner ignitor failed by instructor.
b 3 5  - Electric power required for afterburner ignition system.S 3J6 - Electric power available for afterburner ignition system.

M. Jet Nozzle Area Routine.

Two types of exhaust nozzle controls prevail: two-position nozzles,
where the exhaust area is increased only for afterburning; and
continuously variable nozzles, where nozzle area is controlled
by turbine exhaust gas temperature and throttle position for both
dry and afterburner operation. In the former, the exhaust nozzle
actuator control is activated by a pressure switch that senses the
pressure in the afterburner fuel system. When the afterburner
fuel shutoff valve is opened, the increase in the afterburner
fuel system pressure causes the nozzle to open. When the shutoff
v#lve is closed or when a sufficient loss in fuel pressure occurs,
the nozzle automatically closes.

For the continuously variable nozzles, two modes of operation exits:

1. When the turbine exhaust-gas temperature is less
than a fixed reference temperature, nozzle area
is scheduled as a function of throttle position.
However, a speed switch is sometimes incorporated
to hold the nozzle fully open until engine speed
increases above a preselected value to achieve
faster rates of acceleration.
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2. When the turbine exhaust temperature exceeds the fixed
reference temperature, the nozzle is no longer con-
trolled by throttle position but is automatically opened
by a temperature override signal. The nozzle continues
to open until the turbine exhaust-gas temperature
stabilizes at the reference temperature. When the
scheduled nozzle area becomes sufficient to prevent the
reference temperature from being exceeded, the control
system reverts to the throttle schedule. Normally, the
temperature override control plays the dominant role
during cruise, military, and afterburner modes of
operation.

The effects of a nozzle control system malfunction on engine
operation is a function of the nozzle area (that is, an open,
closed, or intermediate position) in combination with the other
engine parameter relationships established by the particular flight
conditions existing at the time of a nozzle control system failure.
When a nozzle control system fails, the resulting interaction
between the nozzle and main fuel control systems can cause turbine
overtemperatures, loss of engine thrust, speed overshoots, and
unstable engine oscillations.

In the digital simulation, provisions are made for the instructor
to introduce the various nozzle control system malfunctions that
are associated with nozzle area scheduling, turbine temperature
control, and nozzle actuator operation.

It should be noted that the turbine exhaust-gas temperature is
measured by a thermocouple that produces a self-generated
electrical signal. This signal actuates the exhaust temperature
indicator in the cockpit, and it is also used as an input to the
temperature amplifier of the nozzle control system. The dynamic
response of the thermocouple varies with engine air flow, and
can be represented by simple lag with a time constant of a few
tenths of a second to several seconds in duration. This lag is
compensated for in the nozzle control system but not in the
temperature indicator reading. As a result, for low engine air
flows, such as during engine starting, the effect of this lag
can be detected by the pilot. Provisions for generating a
temperature indicator signal with the effects of the thermocouple
lag is therefore included in the digital simulation.

The functional diagram of the nozzle area routine is shown in
Figure D-27; the operations are defined below.
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FMW ROUTINE

64 95 c se

NO a 19 YES

YES YES b3o NO bc YES 6v

0 NO YES NO

N 
b4o

b 87 YES b57 ' 0 b 42 NO w YES b 46 NO

YES NO YES

YES 065 YES b a NO b 45 c 65

NO NO Y S

YES b YES

NO 0
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C78 C74 b 47 NO c 67 b 49 YES NO
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NO
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b
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Figure D-27 jet Nozzle Area Routine
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a1 9  - Engine equipped with afterburner.
a65 - Emergency afterburner modulation system in operation.
b3 7  - Engine equipped with speed switch for enabling faster

engine accelerations.
b38  - Electric power available for nozzle control system

operation..
b39  - N < K25 , where K25 ecuals speed at which speed switch

"cuts* in or out.
b40 - Electric power failure deactivates acceleration speed

switch (slower accelerations).
b4l - Acceleration speed switch failed by instructor.
b42  - Nozzle equipped with temperature override.
b43 - Electric power failure will cause a temperature over-

ride signal that calls for a fully open nozzle (program
b3 if nozzle goes fully closed).

b44 - Electric power failure reduces the temperature override
control signal to zero, so that it has no effect on
further changes in nozzle area.

b45 - Temperature override control failed by instructor.
b46 - Wfr > O.
b4 7  - T > T5referenc e
b48 - Thermocouple failed by instructor.
b9 - (A8)OT>O.
b5 0 - Poweravailable for operating nozzle actuators.

- Actuator power failure causes nozzle to go fully open
(use b5l if nozzle goes fully closed).

b52 - Actuator power failure stops nozzle movement.
b53  - Nozzle actuator(s) failed by instructor.
b5 4~ - A8n >4.*

- i < A8min *
b 6 A > A8 .
7 - . Rd swtch activated.

c65 - A Amax.
c67 - A =- A8T: - K26 At, where K26 corresponds to loop

g of temperature override control.
c68 - A8T + K26 At.
c69 - A A41.

0 7 0  - 5 o .

c72 - A'

c73 - & D A~max.

c74 - A -mA8T5 + A8 a.
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c7 5 - u Ai.
076 - -

077 : 18-K 27 At, where K2 7 corresponds to loop gain
078 - i A- 2

oJet nozzle serving system.
c79  - A 4 4. K27 At.
c8o A '

c82 -A
083 - A8
c84 - A T5indicator - (T5 - T5indicator)S where K28X28

corresponds to thermocouple time constant appropriate
for low engine air flows.

e85 - f T5indicator + ' T51ndicator*

c86 - T51ndicator - T5 .

N. Inlet Guide Vane and Acceleration Air Bleed Routine.

The inlet guide vanes and the variable compressor stator baldes,
if provided, are positioned as a function of rotor speed and
compressor inlet temperature by a common control system. The
usual procedure followed in simulating the thermodynamics of a
jet engine equipped with variable stators is to assume that the
stators remain on schedule. In the more complex engine simu-
lations, the effects of off-schedule stators are included, but at
the expense of using a separate compressor map for each off-
schedule stator position so selected. It is doubtful if this
amount of complexity is warranted for trainer simulator purposes.
Assuming that it is not, the digital routine employed herein
is based on stators that are on schedule, except during one
condition as a consequence of including the effects of after-
burner emergency modulation in the simulation; that is, the
inlet guide vanes and stator blades are energized closed when
the emergency afterburner modulation system is activated. In
conjunction with this exception, provisions are also made for
the instructor to fail the inlet guide vanes and stator blades
in a closed position.

On some aircraft engines, air is bled from the compressor to
obtain faster rates of rotor acceleration. The air bleed valves
are opened and closed in conjunction with the operation of the
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speed switch discussed in Routine L and the operation of the
emergency afterburner modulation system discussed in Routine G

The computational flow diagram in Figure D-28 shown below estab-
lishes:

1. Whether the inlet guide vanes and stator blades
are on schedule or closed

2. Whether compressor acceleration air bleed valves
are opened or closed

The operations are defined below.

Fromb5 ;w b7&5 6 ~Routine N M b 7

-64 0 b64 -1

Y I

iNN

Next
Syaten

Figure D-28 - Subroutine XIV for Inlet Guide Vanes
and Air Bleed
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b57 - Speed switch activated.
865 - Emergency afterburner modulation system is in operation.
b58 - Actuator power available to inlet guide vane and stator

blade control system.
b59  - Electric power available to operate compressor acceleration

air bleed valves.
b60 - Acceleration air-bleed valve solenoid failed by instructor.
b61 - Inlet guide vane and stator blade control system failed

by instructor.
b62 - Acceleration air-bleed valves provided on engine.
b63  - Compressor acceleration air-bleed valves open.
b64 - Inlet guide vanes and stator blades positioned on

schedule; b64 yields fully closed position.
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SECTION X. APPENDIX E - AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM SDMULATION

A. Introduction.

One of the most important aspects of simulating a manned air-
craft is that the simulation must convery a realistic control
"feel." When the airplane is flying in a "clean" configuration,
its response to control movements is considerably faster than
when it is flying in a configuration such as "clean" plus two
wing tanks and, say, a missile at the central store station.
One of the major factors that contributes to the changing con-
trol "feel" is the rate of fuel consumption. As the engines
consume fuel, the cg of the airplane can shift, the trim require-
ments change, and the turning moments about all three axes change.

There are essentially two prime requirements of a fuel system
sixrnlat on. The first is to reproduce fuel system changes
realistically, as they occur in response to the pilot's decisions,
and to report them to the aerodynamics section of the simulator
computer so that the appropriate flight factors can be adjusted.

hsn second requirement of a fuel system simulation is that it
:icnish proper cockpit indications for training the student in

L h normal and emergency procedures.

I. : t aircraft considered in this study, the fuel system
.ients are divided into (1) the aircraft fuel system and
-. engine and afterburner fuel system.

raft fuel system is concerned with the storage of fuel
transfer to the engine fuel system. The engine fuel

*, ceives the fuel from the aircraft fuel system and
.., "s the proper rate of delivery to the engine. In some

, the afterburner system is a separate entity; in others,
p c' the engine system are employed in the afterburner system.
' i fuel system is considered separately in the engine

,~*~ .. rlation. The aircraft fuel system simulation deter-
.2 e amounts of fuel in each storage location as outputs
L.:!.-.dynamics section of the computer. The aerodynamics

a c the computer then determines the turning moments of
f:t. In addition, the aircraft fuel simulation

.. i the conditions under which fuel can be supplied to
'- SLs), considering rates of delivery, pressures, pilot

', and instructor inputs. In the course of these com-
: the fuel system status will be properly read- out

:..-i:t indicators and the instructor's indicators.
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It is desirable to use an "assembler" program to particularize
the general case to the specific aircraft being simulated. The
assembler portion of the simulation will be presented so that
it can be done by hand by the programmer. The assembly program
could, of course, be programmed for the digital computer and
would be much more efficient if handled in this manner.

B. Assembly Program.

The aircraft fuel system is composed of the various components
summarized in Table E-I.

Table E-I - Fuel System Components

Item Description

Tanks Engine service
Fuel storage
Negative g
Droppable
Self-sealing
Pressurized
May have leaks

Valves Float type
Solenoid automatic
Solenoid pilot controlled
Check valve
Manual

Pumps Manual (emergency)
Electrical (ac)
Electrical (dc)
Hydraulic
Gravity
Ram air
May be in parallel
May be in series
May be inoperative
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Table E-I - Fuel System Components (Continued)

Item Description

Indicators Indicate fuel quantities in
certain tanks or combinations
of tanks
Indicate flow rates
Indicate low level warning
Indicate fuel pressure
Indicate flow-no flow

Auxiliary equipment Heaters
Purge gas generator
Auxiliary equipment

Miscellaneous components Strainers
Vents

Refueling probes

The first task to be performed in computing the fuel system is
to determine the precise state of the system for this iteration.
This will be accomplished by reading instructor-student switching
decisions into the computer by some type of analog-to-digital
device and using this information to open or close fuel transfer
paths. The objective at this point is to determine the status
of a fuel transfer schematic similar to the one shown in Figure E-l.
The conducting status of the flow paths as shown is primarily
dependent on the status of the valve(s). However, if the line
utilizes a pump, and the pump is inoperative, fuel may not be
transferred even if the valve is open. Each tank must have an
input and an output manifold. The input switching logic must
set each manifold control word to reflect the conducting status
(conducting or not conducting) of each line contributing flow
to the manifold. In cases where multiple valves are in a flow
path, the initial logic must determine if the combination of con-
ditions opens or closes the path, and then use this information
to set the manifold control word.

The manifold control word will have one digit for each flow path.
This digit will indicate "conducting" or "not conducting*. In the
case of a pump failure by the instructor, the logic will check
the operating status of all pumps in the flow paths of the
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Figure E-1 -Fuel Transfer Schematic (FtH)
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manifold and if one pump is inoperative, it will set a one-digit
"flag" in the manifold control word to off. The purpose of this

"flag" is to provide a means to stop the automatic recycling
feature of the logic and determine the new conditions of operation.

In this assembler program section, the programmer must determine
exactly which valves are in each flow path. He must then relate
the input information to these valves. The following paragraphs
will describe the method of setting up the fuel transfer graph
and its associated flow paths.

The components of a typical fuel system are shown in Figure E-2.
To facilitate the construction of the assembler program, the
fuel system shown will be transformed into a "transfer schematic"
of the fuel system shown in Figure E-1. It is recommended that
for each fuel system to be simulated, a similar schematic be

constructed. The rules of constructing the schematic can be

summarized as follows:

1. Determine the correct number of fuel "sinks"
or fuel consuming devices (engine(s), afterburner(s),
auxilliary equipment) that will demand fuel from

)the system.
2. Engine service tanks should be centrally located,

since all the storage tanks must feed into them.
3. Each tank is represented with all input lines

entering a single input manifold.

4. For each tank, all output lines exit from a
common output manifold.

5. Interconnecting lines are directional and represent
possible paths of fuel flow, even though a path
may require two or more valves to open for flow
to commence, or two or more paths may share a
comimon pipeline.

6. All possible paths must be included. (It is the
responsibility of the programmer not to include
trivial cases, however.) In Figure E-2, the no-
tation on the interconnecting lines indicates
first the number of the supply tank, and next the
number of the receiving tank. (It is convenient
to represent the negative-g feature as a separate
tank of limited capacity from which fuel is used
when the aircraft is in the negative-g attitude.)
In cases where the two tanks are connected by
multiple lines, it is necessary to specify lines
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as H(hydraulic), E(electric), P(pressure), or
G(gravity). Pressure gravity lines are computed
as one line.

Once the transfer schematic is completed, the pattern of the
assembly program can be clearly visualized. It is quite diffi-
cult and very inefficient, from a computer standpoint, to
develop a program that is general enough to include all aspects
of all aircraft fuel systems. This is where the machinery of
a computer assembler program would be so desirable. With such
a program, the computer could do the manual labor of setting up
flow paths, determining flow logic, etc., and the data inputs
would merely be a precise statement of the aircraft system.
However, the assembler program can be accomplished by hand
with a straightforward,though tedious, technique. After the
transfer schematic is complete, it must be converted into machine
logic. The first step in accomplishing this is to organize
the initializing logic. The following procedure is recommended
as a guide to the programmer in the determination of the initial
flow logic.

There are three types of logic inputs that determine the state

of the system for any one computation cycle, as follows:

1. Pilot switching inputs such as:

a. Fuel transfer
b. Tank selector
c. Fuel dump
d. Engine prime
e. Cross-feed
f. Bypass
g. Emergency jettison
h. Purge valve
i. Emergency fuel pump
j. Drop tanks
k. Refueling

2. Instructor inputs such as:

a. Leaks
b. Transfer pump failure
c. Booster pump failure
d. Emergency fuel pump failure
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3. System inputs such as:

a. Electrical power not available
b. Ram air insufficient
c. Compressor bleed air not available
d. Hydraulic power not available
e. "G" not within limits

System inputs will be automatically picked up by the program.
For example, if the hydraulic system has failed, the program
will find no such power available to drive the hydraulic fuel
pumps. The pilot and instructor fuel switching options should
be listed in a table, similar to Table E-II. The information
for the table can usually be obtained from the pilot's operating
manual for the aircraft; Table E-II was based on the F4R pilot's
handbook.

Table E-II - Fuel Switching Options

S
Switch Conditions Requirements

Fuel tank selector 28-v d-c left
Auto No fuel transfer main essential,

until fuselage fuel switch power
: 5700 lb.
When fuselage fuel
--! 5700 1b, trans-
fer will begin to
fuel cell 3.

Man Override If EXT. TRANS switch
is M7, M-el--trans-
fer-s enabled when
fuselage fuel
< 5700 lb.
If EXT. TRANS switch
is Fot in OFF position
and if rem-ing
fuel <5700 1b, this
position enables
transfer to cells
5 and 6.
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Table E-I - Fuel Switching Options (Continued)

Switch Conditions Requirements

STOP TRANS Stops fuel transfer
to fuselage tanks;
closes internal-wing
and external wing
transfer valves.

WING TRANS. Switch Switch power 28-
Nor--8 If landing gear v d-c essential

handle is up, this
position enable-
pressurizatibn of all
internal and exter-
nal tanks; it opens
pressure regulator
valves and closes

)pressure relief
valves.

Emergency Allows tank pressuri-
zation with gear
down, if air pressure
is available.

EXT. TRANS Switch Either
Tenter Opens center tank Rightwing 28 v

transfer valve; dc and wing TRANS
closes internal switch in -

wing transfer valve, EMERGENCY.
if left main 28-v or
d-c power is avail- irght main 28 v
able to power INT. d-c and air
and EXT. trans1'- pressure avail-
valves, able and landing

gear handle in
the up position
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Table E-II - Fuel Switching Options (Continued)

Switch Conditions Requirements

Outbound Opens left and right
external wing trans-
fer valve, closes
internal wing trans-
fer valve. If left
main 28 v d-c power
is available.

OFF Closes center, left
and right wing trans-
fer valve opens
internal wing trans-
fer valve.

EXT. TANK JETTISON (Switch can be 28-v d-c bus
operated at any time).
If EXT. TRANS switch
is TYhcutoard
position, extension
shutoff valves close,
and switch is disabled.
Wing transfer is
enabled to transfer
normally.

EXT. STORES Jettisons only 28-v d-c essential
EMER. RELEASE BUTTON center store, bus

whether empty or
full. If EXT. TRANS
switch is- nCENTER
position, switch
will close center-
line fuel shutoff
valve and will enable
wing fuel to transfer
normally.
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Table E-II - Fuel Switching Options (Continued)

Switch Conditions Requirements

Bomb Control (DIRECT Releases center 28-v d-c bus
Position) plus BC4B store; center tank
RELEASE 3JTTON TRANS valve closes,

w-h-fuel transfer
enabled.

WIM FUEL DUMP
"- ---- No effect
Dump Opens left and right

wing dump shutoff
valves; closes wing
transfer and vent
valves. Wing tank
pressure regulator
opens to maintain
tank pressurization
and air supply
remains on until
switch is placed in
NORMAL).

EGINE MASTER Switch
Enables fuel booster
pumps to operate if
power is available.
Enables fuel trans-
fer pumps to operate
if power is available.
Completes circuit for
fuel shutoff valves,
if power is available.

EXTERNAL HYDRAULIC
power supply will
operate the hydraulic
fuel pumps in tanks
4 and 6.
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Table E-II - Fuel Switching Options (Continued)

Switch Conditions Requirements

Right engine boost
pump will operate
if left main a-c
power is available.
Left engine boost
pump will operate
on high speed if
right main a-c power
and 28-v d-c relay
power is available.
Operates at low
speed for NO air-
craft a-c eectric
power, if wind-
driven turbine is
lowered and 28-v d-c
essential power is
available.

With the aid of the fuel system drawing and the transfer
schematic, a table can be constructed for the initial switching
logic. This can be done by considering all lines associated
with each manifold of the transfer schematic. In this table,
each flow path of the transfer schematic, its associated valve
ccmbination, and the pump operational status for the line should
be considered. This statement of line conditions is next trans-
formed into the initial switching logic for the fuel system
program. The table of fuel-switch functions is very useful in
performing this operation. It must be remembered that valve
power requirements must be checked, and interlocking circuits
must be included in the logic. An example will illustrate the
procedure.

The input manifold of the engine service tank (tank 1) of the
fuel transfer schematic shown in Figure E-1 will serve as an
example to illustrate the procedure. Table E-III lists the
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line elements for the manifold, and Figure E-3 shows the
resulting logic when the Table is converted into flow-chart form.

Table E-III

Input lines Valve Combinations Required Pump Combination

2,1l G Air P
4..lE -Electrical
4.919H Hydraulic

6.olpE -Electrical
6*1lH - Hydraulic
7,1 Vl, V2  Air P
8.,1 V -v V2  Air P
9,1 P2 Air P

10,1 V4-, V2  Air P
111V5, V2  Air P
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VALVES VI, V2

VI MOTOR POWER NO

AVAILABLE?

YES PUMP (AIR PRESSURE)

FUEL TRANSFER NO

SELECTOR TO IS AIR

AUTO? PRESSURE
AVAILABE

YES

28-V D-C LEFT NO
MAIN POWER

AVAILABLE?

YES

REMAINING FUEL

QUANTITY UNDER N

5700 LB?

YES

FLOATRVALV

TNO

OTUTLOWODD

TOTOR

EMEGECY I fOGATE I PORMSE

26-V Oct SET LINE NEXT LIET IE7

FigureV E-3I VAV NeesarGLIiTt
Detemin Path4 , 7,1UA CdCtN- Statu

20 voc ANDNG ROLWOR
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The numbers are for F4H are as follows:

1 through 6 - See Figure E-1
7 - Left Wing external
8 - Right Wing external
9 - Center external
10 - Left wing internal
11 - Right wing internal

The valves are of the following types:

V1  = MOSOV, motor-operated shutoff valve
V2  = RLCV, refueling level control

4 V3 MOSOV, see Figure E-1
= SOT and LLSOV, solenoid operated transfer and low-

level shutoff valve
V5  = See Figure E-1

The initial logic should be completed, as shown in the example,
for all lines of all manifolds. After the initial logic has

)determined the state of the system for this iteration, the
actual computation of fuel transfer can be undertaken.

It is necessary at this point to define the transfer functions
for the flow paths of the transfer schematic. If fuel is to
flow from one point of the system to another, there must be a
sufficient difference in hydraulic head between the points to
overcome transmission resistance. This difference in head can
be provided by one or more of the following conditions:

1. A pressure difference between the supply and
receiving tank

2. A difference in elevation between the tanks
(gravity feed)

3. A pump supplying transfer energy, such as:

a. Hydraulic pump
b. Electric pump
c. Pneumatic pump
d. Other types for which the output conditions

are known
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1. Cases 1 and 2 .

For cases 1 and 2 it can be shown that the flow characteristics
are described by the following equation from Reference 1:

R - -)2g • [(60 -cApipe]

where

R is in ft 3

AP - pressure differential between the two points
in feet of hydraulic head,

w M specific weight of fuel (for kerosine,
w - O.84),

AH - difference in elevation between the two points,
g - force of gravity, and
A - cross-sectional area of pipe.

This equation will produce a parabolic pressure-rate curve
similar to that shown in Example C of Figure E-4. Using
the above equation, the programmer can quite simply con-
struct such a parabolic curve for any given pressure-
gravity fuel transfer situation. One can make a reasonably
good approximation to a parabolic curve by selecting two
linear segments over the range of possible values, that
most nearly coincide with the curve. It is convenient
to represent these line segments in the following notation:

1. (Pmax, Ro = 0)
2. ml - slope of line segment 1 joining (Pmax, Ro)
3. (Pl, Rl)
4. i2  - slope of line segment joining (Pl, RI) to

(Po N O Rmax)
5. (Po W 0, Rmax)
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The possible values for a pressure-gravity transfer must
include all admissible ranges of pressure plus "head"
difference due to elevation. Once the midpoint (PI, RI)
is selected, the linear segments can be defined in the
plane by computing slopes ml and m2 of the segments between
the end points. The computational logic will adjust Pmax
for the curve to fit the conditions at time nI by reading
the total difference in pressure head plus the elevation
difference between tanks. It is apparent that the entire
set of transfer conditions for a given line can be stated
by six words in memory: Pmax (Ro is understood to be zero),
ml, Pl, RI, m2, and Rmax (Po - 0).

2. Case 3.

For case 3, fuel transfer pumps are described by the manu-
facturer by a pressure-rate curve similar to Example B in
Figure E-4. Thl information for the curve can be obtained
from the aircraft maintenance manual or from the aircraft
manufacturer. The curve can obviously be described by the
same format as the pressure-gravity case above; namely,
Pmax, ml., Pl, R1, m2 , and Rmax. It should be obvious to
the programmer that he can make excellent use of the symmetry
involved in the statements of the transfer functions.

The main advantage of this seemingly cumbersome approach is
that it is relatively easy to adjust the transfer functions
for the dynamic situation of the aircraft. To do this, the pro-
gram logic takes all conducting lines for a given manifold and
alters their transfer functions with incremental differences
in tank pressure and lift at the particular time n, similar to
Example A in Figure E-4. Then, as the total demand pressure or
rate is specified for the manifold, contributing rates and
pressures of all lines can be found. The attitude of the aircraft
and the variations in tank pressures can appreciably change the
dynamic situation for the manifold. By using the foregoing
solution technique, one can avoid the formidable difficultied
encountered by manipulating multiple line transfer equations.
In addition, all lines can be stated in an identical format
whose symmetry should appeal to the prbgrammer. It should also
be apparent that this method has much inherent generality and
with the investment of some ingenuity, the programmer can
simulate nearly any fuel transfer situation.
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Using the techniques outlined above, the programmer can form the
transfer functions for all lines on all manifolds. These data
should then be arranged for storage in the computer memory.
Input manifolds only are required since, once all the rates .are
determined for all the input lines, the output lines are also
known. In practice, the control word feature will prove very
valuable time-wise, since there will be periods of flight when
large portions of the fuel simulation can be by-passed because
valves will be closed or tanks empty. The computational logic
requires, in addition to the line transfer functions, the
following information for each tank:

1. Manifold control word
a. Attitude bit
b. Each line conducting, or not
c. Leak open or closed
d. Vent open or closed
e. Pumps operational, status bit

2. Line conducting conditions
a. Fuel is available in supply tank Yes No
b. Receiving manifold can accept fuel Yes No
c. Valve(s) operating, power available Yes No
d. Valve is operational Yes No
e. Pump(s) power available Yes No
f. Pump(s) operational Yes No

3. Tank characteristics
a. Self-sealing Yes No
b. Pressurized Yes No
c. Maximum volume Vmax
d. Present volume Vn
e. Number of input lines Linf. Number of output lines Lout
g. Droppable Yes No

h. Iteration count Tn

4. Manifold control word for last iteration
5. Line rates for last iteration

With this information, the initial logic section of the assembler
program is completed. The next section of the program computes
the volumes in each tank and the volumes consumed by all using

devices. When this step is accomplished, the fuel system is
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completely determined and the information is ready to be read out
to the cockpit indicators, instructor's indicators, and to other
sectionsof the computer that require the information. For this
latter operation, the programmer must list the quantities to be
read out and arrange for the necessary digital-to-analog
facilities.

C. Subroutine I.

Subroutine I shown in Figure E-5 gives the sequence of operations
necessary to determine the manifold control words for this
iteration. The input data for this subroutine are given in the
assembler program. The purpose of the manifold control word is
to choose only the active lines for later computation. This
system will materially cut the average computation time and
simplify the remaining computations. Primarily the manifold
control word answers the questions:

1. Is this line enabled to conduct, considering
the valve(s) status?

2. Is there a pump in the combination of manifold
lines that is inoperative?

The operations for Subroutine I are defined below.
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1.0 - Read and store analog-to-digital switching inputs.
1.1 - For manifold M, set line counter to the number of

active lines.
1.2 - Does line counter readIS 0?
1.31 - Is this the last manifold to be computed?
1.32 - Does this line have a pump?
1.4 - Determine next manifold to be computed.
1.5 - Is pump operative? (input data).
1.61 - Set pump digit of manifold control word (M.C.W.) to 1.
1.62 - Set pump digit of manifold control word to 0.
1.7 - For this line there are kv valves; set valve counter

to kv.
1.8 - Does valve counter read ! 0?
1.9 - Is valve kv open or closed? (input data).
1.10 - Set this line's valve status digit to 1.
1.11 - Add -1 to valve count.
1.12 - Set line valve status digit to 0.
1.13 - Add - to line count.

and 1.14

D. Subroutine Ii.

There are, in addition to the valve and pump logic, several
special considerations that must be examined before the status
of the system is completely determined. Subroutine II, shown
in Figure E-6, is designed to determine this condition so that
the following computation can be done in an efficient manner.
The considerations covered in this subroutine are:

1. Negative g supply
2. Attitude limits for recycling
3. Jettison operation
4. Refueling operation

These are basic considerations to most aircraft covered in this
study. For a specific aircraft, there may be additional special
cases that should be covered in this portion of the program.
The programmer should consider this subroutine as an outline
that can be expanded if he deems necessary. The operations for
Subroutine II are defined below.
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FROM I

NO NO YES

.0 2.1 2.2 2.22 2.3 2.4

YES YES NO

NO

2.01

YESJ NO 2.6

2.02 2.71 YES 
YES

1 1 2.7 2.51 NO TO 8.3 2.61

2.03
NO 

YES NO

2.52 2.59 2.62

YES

2.73 2.63

2.74 2,64

L 
-

2.56

TO 2.8
TO 8.3

2.58
'a

2.5134: 
2.512 

2.511 
22.510 

NO

.510 2.57

4 
2.59 

YES

Figure E-6 - Subroutine II Special System Status Conditions
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2.0 - Was negative g last iteration?
2.1 - Read and store present g magnitude and direction,
2,01 - Is g positive this iteration?
2.02 - Compute fuel used from negative g tank while in

negative g condition.
2.03 - Subtract fuel used in negative g from patron tank volume.
2.04 - Set attitude digit of M.C.W. to 0.
2.2 - Compare: has g changed more than (Gn-i - Gn!- K6)

attitude limit?
2.21 - Set attitude bit (M.C.W.) to 1.
2.22 - Set attitude bit (M.C.W.) to 0.
2.3 - Is g positive?
2.4 - Set negative supply rates to 0.
2.5 - Set positive g supply rates to 0.
2.6 - Is a jettison operation scheduled?
2.7 - Is a refueling operation scheduled?
2.71 - Determine that tanks scheduled for refueling can receive

fuel.
2.72 - How many tanks can be refueled - N.
2.73 - Compute: tank refueling rate = Rre/N and let Rn = single

tank input rate.
2.74 - Compute AVre = Rn ATit.
2.75 - For each tank scheduled for refueling, add AVre to

tank volume.
2.51 - Is fuel being supplied in normal mode? (or bypass mode)?
2.51 - Insufficient fuel for demand; set output rates to 0.
2.52 - Is patron tank remaining volume -r negative g volume?
2.53 - Use remaining volume as negative g volume.
2.54 - Use maximum negative g volume as negative g volume.
2.56 - Compute total demand negative g tank.
2.57 - Are booster pumps operational?
2.58 - Use gravity transfer functions.
2.59 - Use booster pump transfer functions.
2.510 - Compute left to negative g tank.
2.511 - Compute new negative g volume.
2.512 - Is negative g volume h 0.
2.513 - Insufficient fuel i!or engine; set output roles to 0.
2.61 - Determine tank to be jettisoned.
2.62 - Set tank volume to 0.
2.63 - Set transfer function to 0.
2.64 - Disable switch position (input to analog-digital con-

verter.
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E. Subroutine III.

Once the initializing logic is completed, the state of the system
for this iteration is fixed. The computation of fuel transfer
conditions can then proceed. Subroutine III shown in Figure E-7
is designed to determine the total fuel demand on the aircraft
fuel systems. The program considers two engineering service tanks.
If the aircraft being simulated has only one such tank, the pro-
grammer can merely drop the steps devoted to service tank 2.
The operations are defined below.

To 3H 3H3 3 3i

Figure E-7 - Subroutine III for Computing Fuel Demand
on Airplane Fuel System

2.8 - Compute engine demand on service tank 1, RE - RE, * RE2 ,
where

RE = total engine demand rate,
REI - engine no. 1 demand rate, and
RE2  - engine no. 2 demand rate.

2.9 - Compute afterburner demand rate, RA/B - RA/BI + RA/B2,
where

RA/B - total afterburner demand rate,
RA/ - afterburner no. 1 demand rate, and

- afterburner no. 2 demand rate.
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3.0 - Compute total demand on service tank no. 1,

RS.T. I  - RE + RA/B, where

RS.T.l - total demand on service tank no. 1.

3.1 - Compute engine demand on service tank no. 2, RE - RE3 + RE4 ,
where

RE - total engine demand rate,
RE - engine no. 3 demand rate, and

w engine no. 4 demand rate.

3.2 - Compute afterburner demand on service tank no. 2,
RA/B - RA/B3 

+ RA/B4, where

RA/B - total afterburner demand rate,
RA/ 3  = afterburner no. 3 demand rate, and

/ = afterburner no. 4 demand rate.

3.3 - Compute total demand rate on service tank no. 2,

RS.T.2 - RE + RA/B, where

RS.T.2 - total demand on service tank no. 2.

3.31 - Compute lift between allowable combinations of tank pairs.

F. Subroutine IV.

Subroutine IV (see Figure E-8) begins the computation, by mani-
folds, of the flow rates of the active lines in the transfer
system. The contributing lines to a manifold must have their
transfer functions adjusted to reflect the dynamic situation
of the aircraft at this instant of time; this is the purpose
of the subroutine shown in the figure. The manifold control
words that were set up in preceding subroutines are used to
determine which lines are active and must be included in the
manifold computations. The inactive lines are dropped with
their rates set to zero. The IT count is the number of recycles
of the current data, up to a given maximum, that are permitted
before a new and complete computation of the manifold is under-
taken.
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3.4 - Set manifold counter to KS.T.I = number of manifolds
to be computed.

3.5 - Is manifold counter - 0?
3.6 - Has service tank no. 2 been computed?
3.7 - For this manifold, compute M.C.W.(n-l) - M.C.W.n - X;

is X - 0?
3.8 - Set manifold count to KS.T.2.
3.9 - From M.C.W., determine which lines are enabled to conduct;

M lines.
4.0 - Compare: altitude bit a 0?
4.1 - Is IT count a 0?
4,2 - Compare: Line conducting conditions - 1?
4.3 - Add -1 to IT count.
4.41 - Add -1 to line count.

4.4 - Set line counter to no. M of conducting lines for this
manifold.

4.5 - Store manifold rates from last iteration as those for
this iteration.

4.6 - Is counter s- 0?
4.7 - Add -1 to manifold count.
4.8 - For this line, compute tank pressure difference,

Pi - PJ a APij, where

Pi - Pressure in tank i, and
Pj - Pressure in tank J

4.9 - Compute: APij/ w+ Zij - 8, where

w - Specific weight of fuel % 0.84, and
Zij - Head difference due to pressure and lift.

5 0 Compute: for Paax of this line's transfer function,

Pmax + 8 - *Max iJ, and

*max ij - adjusted maximum pressure.

5.1 Compute: for P1 of this line's transfer function,

Plij + - *ij.

5.2 Add -1 to counter.
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G. Subroutine V.

Subroutine IV adjusted the input line transfer functions for
each manifold. Now, Subroutine V, shown in Figure E-9, uses
these line transfer functions to determine the total manifold
transfer situation in terms of a manifold pressure-rate trans-
fer function. In a later subroutine, a demand rate will be
placed on this transfer function and the resulting manifold
pressure and the rates of the contributinr lines will be easily
found.

FROM 4.6

)F

Fipure E-9 - Subroutine V for Determining
Manifold Flow Conditions

5.3 - For all conducting lines, arrange the Pmaxij and PlkJ
indescending numerical order. Match *A, *13 .. to
this sequence. Note that the A,B ... , the RI I ... ,
and the m ,II constitute a manifold flow graph.

5.4 - Set counter to = n, the number of terms in 5.3.
5.5 - Is counter -- ?
5.6 - Compute: *A - *8 - A*AB.
5.7 - Compute. AiAB  mi = R.
5.8 - Compute: R + RB - Ri (this operation will be repeated

for each number of 5.3, obtaining the sequence RI, RII,
RIII ... ).
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5.9 - Compute: RI - Ro (this operation will beml A*AB

repeated to obtain mi, mii, ... ).
6.1 - Add -1 to n counter.
6.2 - Set IT count to CIT.
6.3 - Add -1 to maximum count.

H. Subroutine VI.

When computing the tank volume, it becomes apparent that the
magnitudes of the total input rate and total output rate can
produce any one of the following four situations.

1. If the input rate < output rate, the tank
volume will be gradually decreased to zero;
if it has not reached zero, the incremental
volume is subtracted from the total volume.

2. If the input rate < output rate and tank
volume is zero, -then the output manifold
will receive insufficient fuel supply.

3. If the input rate > output rate, the tank
will gradually fill up to its maximum volume;
if the tank has not reached Vmaxthe incre-
mental volume will be added to tank volume.

4. If the input is > than output and tank volume
is maximum, the output rate must equal the input
rate.

Subroutine VI, shown in Figure E-1O, is designed to rationalize
this situation and supply true rates on the effected manifolds.
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7.3 - Compute RS.F. - R'S.F. - ARSoF.
7.4 - Is AR>S.F 0?

7.5 - Is volume S.F. 1 It VMXS.F.?
7.6 - Store: - ARS.F..
7.71 - Store: tank + ARS . F . .
7.72 - Set ARS.F. - 0.
7.73 - Is volume S.F.1 0?
7.81 - Make RS .F . - R' .F.
7.82 - Use R'S.F. to find each contributing line rate from

manifold flow graph and line transfer functions.
7.91 - Use RS. to determine line input rates.
7.92 - Use manifold flow graph and line transfer functions to

determine individual line rates.
7.93 - A limited fuel situation exists.
8.0 - Has service tank no. 2 been computed?
8.1 - Set manual count to the number of lines for service

tank 2.
8.2 - Use service tank 2 data for manifold computations.

I. Subroutine VII.

The program up to this point has established the computations
necessary to determine rates for all lines in the full transfer
schematic. In addition, the increasing or decreasing rates of
service tanks have been established. Subroutine VII shown in
Figure E-l1 will be used to compute the final incremental service
tank volumes. It will also compute the incremental volumes
of storage tanks by suming input ratio and output rates.
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FROM 8.0

8. .0 N .18.2 8..74

TO 9.1

Fifure E-11 - Subroutine VII Incremen:il Volume Computations

8.3 - Set counter to NI tanks feedinF servic. tank 1.
8.4 - Is N count- O?
8.hl - For this tank sum the input line rates Fi3 .
8.h2 - For this tank sum the output line rates =
P.44 - Add -1 to count.
8.5 - Set count NyI tank feeding service tan-k 2.
8.6 - Sum input line rates - Pin.
8.61 - Sum output line rates w o
8.62 - Compute AVT = (Rin - rPot) TIT.
8.63 - Add -1 to caunt.
8.64 - Is counti:- 0?
8.7 - Set count to the n i-ber c, ,ks.
8.8 - Is count t 0?
8.9 - Add: AV1 + AV2 - AWr for t.is tank.
9.0 - Add -1 to count.
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J. Subroutine VIII.

The subroutine shown in Fifure E-12 will be used to compute
total tank volumes. The only remaininr requirement is that the
proprammer must arrange readout of the computed information to
the appropriate indicators and destinations. The fuel system is
sufficiently determined in the computer memory that any desired
information can be obtained directly or by the simplest type of
computation.

FROM 8.8

NO
9.1 9.2 9.39.

YES I
9.

READOUT AND UPDATE
INSTRUMENTS

BACK TO MAIN PROGRAM

Figure E-12 - Subroutine VIII Total Tank Volume

9.1 - Set count to number of tanks.
9.2 - Is count - 0?
9.3 - Compute Avolunme - AVT + AV(n-I).
9.4 - Add -1 to count.
9.5 - Readout and update instruments and indicators.
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SECTION XI. APPENDIX F - DETAILED SIMULATION FLOW CHART
FOR GENERAL LANDING GEAR SYSTEM

The flow charts incorporate all the details of logic involved in the
simulation. For the simulation of a specific aircraft, it is necessary
to go through the flow charts and determine which of the connections,
controls, components, etc., apply for that aircraft.

The charts are numbered as follows. First, Subroutines I through V
go through the program for a normal "up" command. Then the various
alternatives for the "up" signal are checked in Subroutines VI
through X, starting at the bottom of Subroutine I and continuing
up the chart. Then the normal "down" command is followed through
Subroutines X through XII to the point in the program where it
rejoins the flow chart for the normal "up" routine at the indicator
block. The alternatives for the normal "down" program are then
checked in Subroutines XIII through XIV. Subroutine XV is for an
"up" command attempted while the plane is on the ground.

The following notation is used in the flow chart:S
- General program block, branch block,

or junction block.

Q - Instructor's light or indicator.

S' - Pilot's light or indicator.

A. Subroutine I..

Subroutine I establishes the conditions for starting the landing
gear system simulation and performs the initial computations
necessary for the normal "up" simulation. The flow is charted
in Figure F-1, and the operations are defined below.
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00OTO GO ToGOTYE
SUBROUTINE XV SUBROUTINE IX SUBROUTINE VII 1

GO TO GO TO "-J

SUBROUTINE X SUBROUTINE VIII

GO TO SUBROUTINE II1 2

Figure F-I - Subroutine I for Landing-Gear Simulation

I - Start landing pear routine.
12 - Input from aerodynamics.
13 - Is aircraft on the ground?
14  - Is normal control lever up?
I5 - Is "emergency down" on?
16 - Has "emergency down" been on in last K seconds?
17 - Is "emergency up" on?
18 - Is electrical power avqilable?
19 - No changes, transfer out, landing-gear routine.
13I0 - Is landing gear failed down?
I,, - No changes, transfer out.
112 - Is hydraulic power available?

B. Subroutine II.

Subrout '.: 11 checks to determine whether the landing frear has
beamce : -.-.rative or limited in operation. It also determines
whether " .e alr speed is sufficient to cause an attempted
retractici trc re !int 4-n an up and locked landinr gear. The flow
chart for Sbi-rout in". H is riven in Figure F-2; the operations
are defined bel,.
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FROM SUBROUTINES I, VII, VIII

NOO

FROM SUBROUTINE S

NOYYE
FIOI SUBROUTINEIIIYES

Figure F-2 - Subroutine II for Landing-Gear Simulation

Ili - Is air speed all right for retraction?
112 - Air speed limits gear to transit?
113 - Is gear down or in transit?
114  - Destroy rear, set aerodynamics, set landing gear

inoperative, set hydraulic system, transfer out.
II - No changes, transfer out.
116 - Is landing gear limited?
117 - Is landing gear operative?
118 - Can gear be moved to "transit" only?.
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11 9 - Can gear be moved up?
II10 - Is gear "up"
II11 - Is gear in transit?
1112 - Landing-gear computer for retraction.
1113 - Landing-gear computer.

C. Subroutine III.

Subroutine III makes the necessary calculations for land~ing-gear
retraction, whether it be normal or emergency operation. The
flow is shown in Figure F-3; the operations are defined below.

FROM SUBROUTINE 11

NO NO NO YES
lii1 Ilia 1114 1116 1110

YES N

111 51 GO TO1 SUBROUTINE--

Figure F-3 - Subroutine III for Landing-Gear Simulation
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lIII - Is left gear "up"?
1112 - Similar programs for right gear and nose gear.
1113 - Is left gear failed "down and locked"?
III - Is left gear failed "down and released"? !
III5 - Is "emergency up" on?
1116 - Has it been less than M seconds since! normal control

to "up"?

1117 - Has it been less than N seconds since "emergency up"
was on?

1118 - Set left gear "up and locked".
1119 - Set hydraulic system, aerodynamic indicators, warping-'

light.
III10 - Set left gear to IN TRANSIT.
III11 - Set tail skid to IN TRANSIT.
11112 - Set tail skid to T3.
11113 - Set hydraulic sysT-em, aerodynamics.
11114 - Indicators.

D. Subroutine IV.

Subroutine IV determines whether each gear is "up and locked"
or "down and locked." It determines the current locati6n of
each gear unless a failure has been-inserted. This subroutine
is shown schematically in Figure F-4, and the symbols are
defined below.
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FROM SUBROUTINE III

(UP

Figre -4 - uboutnIV fo YES igC~a IV laio

1V2 1 01 7 lef gea "uaadlokep

13 IV, IV IIidctoVald

II - Setsiga o electrical pvilber

IV2 - Is left gear "dup and locked"?
1V3 - Is indicator failed?
I19  - Set Signal for electrical power.
P11 0 - Set instructor'sa left rear indicator to UOW.

IV11  - Set instructor' a left gear indicator to D(W

IV12  - St to TRANSIT.-
IV13  _ Siilar~ p rams for r1Jit fear and nose trear.
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E. Subroutine V
Subr xineoydetenines whethe bl end Rinj gag is tsf"an h
a variety- or it atin associt aw a aning gaorAke-f ~Ie
flow for this subroutine is given in Figure F-5~, and the operations are

Sdefj.ncd# below.

FROM SUBROUTINE IV

NOY*YSN YES N

0 "- Ar al Ierdon

NoV9 -e Ar fasp

V20  - Is aryFres in teasup?

V 1  - Areallsfer o

V6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 -7-attd ls hnH
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F. Subroutine VI.

Subroutine VI determines whether electrical power is available
for landing-gear operation and pilot action in case the circuit
breaker is open. Subroutine VI is shown schematically in
Figure F-6, and the operations are defined below.

FROM SUBROUTINE II, Ill,
VII, Vill, X. Xlll, XIV, XV

YEIE YES

NO N O NO ES

GO TO SUBROUTINE II, III.,VlI,

Vill, X, XIII, XIV, XV

Figure F-6 - Subroutine VI for Landing Gear Simulation

VI1 - Is electrical power available?
V12  - Is circuit breaker open?
V13  - Can pilot close circuit breaker?
VI4  - Did pilot close circuit breaker?
Vl5 - Power available.
V16  - No power available.

0. Subroutine VII.

For a normal and emerpencv up condition of the landing gear,
Subroutine VII determines whether electrical and hydraulic power
are available for landing-Fear operation. Figure F-7 shows the
flow diaFram, and the operations are defined below.
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FROM SUBROUTINE I

NOE YES

GO TOGTOURUN
SUBROUTINE I GO TO SUBROUTINE 11

Figure F-7 - Subroutine VII of Landing-Gear Simulation

VII I  - Is "emergency up" on?
V11 2 - Is electrical power available?
VI1 3 - Is hydraulic power available?
VII - No changes, transfer out.

Subroutine VIII.

Subroutine VIII performs the necessary calculations for retractions
in which "normal" or "emerfency up" and "emergency down" have
been on within the last K seconds. Figure F-8 is the flow
diarram; the operations are defined below.
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FROM FROM

SUBROUTINE I SUBROUTINE IX, X

GO~G TOO -

SUSUBROUTIN I i

Figur to8 NO SVbouln VII YEr &Andn a Simulatio

V11 2  s yrali pwe Villell

igure F-s -l uruieVI o anding-a Searmaildtidwn"

V1112- Is hydeatric power available?

VII16 - Is "emergency up" on?
V111 7 - Set landing rear limited to "up" or "down" or "in

transit.*"
VII18 - Set hydraulic system inoperative.
V1119 - Set landing rear inoperative.
V1111 0 - No chanees, transfer out.
VII1I]1 - Air sped all right, landinp gear operative, check for

retraction.
VM]2 - Junction.
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I* Subroutine IX.

With the normal control up while the "emerfency down" is on,
Subroutine IX checks the circuit breaker prior to landing-fear
extensions. Figure F-9 is the flow diarram, and the operations
are defined below.

FROM SUBROUTINE I

YES NOYE

GTOGO TO GOT
SUBROUTINE I SUBROUTINE VIII SUBROUTINE XI

Figure F-9 - Subroutine IX for LandinF-Gear Simulation

IX1  - Is "emergency down" on?
IX2  - No changes, transfer out.
IX3  - Is "emergency up" on?
IX{. - Is circuit breaker off?
IX - Trouble, transfer out.
IX6  - Air speed all right, landing-gear operative, check for

extension.

J. Subroutine X.

Subroutine X determines whether electrical and hydraulic power
are available, with the normal control lever down. The flow
diagram is presented in Firure F-10, while the operations are
defined below.
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From

Subroutine Ibotn

FgrF-OSubroutine X o anin-Oa Siuato

Xlx- IsV no7a 8oto ee on
12~I -s"eegnc'dwn n

Fiur 1 -Isrutn l o andinp-ear Saileda"up"

X9 Is hydcral power available?

K. Subroutine XI.

Subroutine XI determines whether the landing Fear is to be
extended and establishes the necessary conditions. Fifure F-11
toe the flow chart; the operations are defined below.
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Sub-

romtn I,

VNN - -N

XII36

Figue Ffl. Suroutne I fo I~Ndir(erS~nto

X11 1 1- IN "ee9ec 17mon

rot n SI t Nnu~ ii systemX16I XI1 Ca Xear doet ntrni n
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XIll - Is landing gear operative?
)U12 - Can fear move to in transit only?
XII3  - Is rear in transit?
XIIL - Can rear move to "down"?
XI15 - Is rear "down"?
X116  - Landing gear extension computer.
XI1 7 - Transfer out.

L. Subroutine XII.

Subroutine XII makhn the necessary calculations for landing-rear
extension. The flow diagram is presented in Figure F-12 and the
symbols are defined below.
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XI 1N N

4.-. -- I-,L

) N

X11 7 N Subroutine

Figure F-12 16uruieX o adn- erSnlto

1112 - Is "sIerpc don"on
1112 13 l-t5arfild"u"

XII, - Is left rear rad"uo r aldad eesd

XII - Is it less than M seconds since normal control to
15 "down"?

X116 - Set left rear to "down and locked."
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X117  - Set lo-ft per"ntransm Y'.
X118  - Set livriranlic s~rrstprm co-rvniidaos warninr

lits.
XMo - Is it less thon N scconds since' "Pmier~encv down"?
XIIjO - Set prv'umntic svrdtom, ae'rcirdnnpiic indicators, warning

lirhts.
X11i, - flimilar vror r;*,'is for rifhi. ff er and nnse n -,r
XII12 - Is "ome'rf Piir:,7 downi" on?

X1113 - Is it "- s than 11~'rod since' nrlnl control to "down"?
XI1 Jh - Set tail sk~id to "in trnnsit;".
XII1jq - Aot hy',draulic snrtpmn, agrodvwnics.
X101 6 - 2r't tail Vhi~d to( "(]ouf and~ 1 nr±'".
XII 17 , Indicators.

N.Subroutine XIII.

ouhroutine XI 1T detnrmnpsr' tho nvalil i1 tv of' elecotrical and
hydraulic power for land inri~tear rotrantion, with the normal
control Oer "lWmi" nnd "emor r'nc'- ur" on. Firiire F-13 is the
flow diarram, with; tie' o;'rati is AM&.p ol ow.

From -

SubroutinA XIII1  'Y XII-1~2i-N XI11 ),XIII 5x -A I

x1116  III~

Fipure F-13 - 2lkhr.)ntine XIII for T~andinp-.Cear Simulation

XIII, - Is "emery encv up" on?
X111 2 - Is electrical power available?
X111 - Is hydrau~lic povrpr availablp?
X1114~ - No chang es, transfer out.
X'Ii - Set )arir p ar inopprative, tranrsfer out.
XI11O - Landinp-j ear retraction comiputer.
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N. Subroutine XIV.

Subroutine XIV checks the circuit breaker for larntinp. rear
extension, with "lemergency down" on. The flow diagram is
presented in Figure F-t; the operations are defined below.

Subroutine X X1V 1  I

XIV1 ~~~ -snomlcoto lvr"dw

XIV2 - Is V 6eegec dcm onToul

XIVjl - Ws normal control dowee out?1

XIV5 - No changes, transfer out?
XIV6  - junction.
XIV7  - Is circuit breaker off?
XIV8  - Air speed all rifht, landing-rear operative, check for

extensions.
YJV9  - Set flaps inoperative.
XIV10 - Set hydraulic system (dump fluid).
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0. Subroutine XV

Subrottine XV checks electrical and hydraulic power availability
for a "normal" or "fierrency up" comnand while the aircraft is on
the 1,round. Ffire F-15 is the flow diarram; the operations are
defined below.

xviXV 2  XV3 j

N N Y

N XV8 NVXV12

si lne Xn Nr1
XV6 XV '1

Firure F-15 - Subroutine XV for landinf-Cear Simulation

X'J1  - Is airplane on f round.
XV2  - Is safety switch released?
XV3  - "Fnerrency up" release (pilot).
XVt - "Normal" control lever immovable.
XV - No change for "normal" control "up".
XV6  - Transfer out.
XV7  - Is "normal" control lever up?
XV8 - 7s "eS-Ierf enc'r up" control on?

X - cunction.
XVio -Is electrical power available?
XV13. - Is hydraulic power avail.able?
XV12 - No chanres, transfer out.
XVI 3 - Crash. -198-
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SECTION XII. APPrInTX C- .- DETAILED SIUI.,ATION FTXW CHART
FOR ELFXTRTCA- SYSTF24

A. Subroutine I.

Subroutine I determines whether internal or external power is
used in the simulation. Figrie .-1 is the flow diagram; the
operations are defined below.

INo Power subroutin

Figure G-1 - Subroutine I for Electrical System Simulation

I, - Is pilots IFRITAL-EXTERIAL power switch on EXTERNAL
or absent? If this switch is present, the pilot can
indicate the type of power he needs.

12 - Is instructor external power supply switch turned to
ON? (This is an on-off switch to determine if external
power is availabl-e-.

13 - Is pilot's INTERNAL-EXTERNAL power switch absent?
14 - Detemine loads required f6o external power condition.

- Have conditions been fulfilled for take-off?
16 - Instructor-set external power supply switch turned to

OFF.

B. Subroutine II.

Subroutine II determines what system is to be used in the simu-
lation. The flow diatram is f'iven in Figure G-2, and the
operations are defined below.
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FiVure 0-2 - Subroutine II tor Electrical System Simulation

II1  - Is a-c venerator present? Test to determine the
presence of an a-c fgenerator.

112 - Only d-c generator present; a-c generator is not
present. D-C generator is present. Simulation
berinning here is a single d-c generator system.

113 - Is d-c Fenerator present? Test to determine the
presence of a d-c -enerator.

114 - An a-c and d-c generator are present. The simulation
of an a-c and d-c g'enerator system follows.

II5  - Is a second a-c generator present? Test to determine
the presence of a second a-c generator.

116 - Two a-c generators are present. The simulation of a
double a-c renerator system follows.

II 7  - A single a-c generator is present. The simulation
of a sinfle a-c generator system follows.

C. Subroutine III.

Subroutine III determines pilot action in case of a 1,enerator
overvoltage. Figure 0-3 is the flow chart; the operations are
defined below.
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III IT MY N4~f Subroi' tine
1 3 VIII

N Nex

SutbroutineL I1- Sse j
i VIT Syte

Figrure 0-3 - Subroutine III for Electrical Systen Simulation

) 111 - Is instructor's overvoltaj-e switch on? The instnictor
-iay cut out the d-c r-onprator temporarily.

1112 - Pilot-set generator reset s~.rtch set to RP3ET. The
instructor's overvoltare switch is set t"7W Pilot
attempts to brinf- the fenerptor back on OTh-line with
this reset Procedure. The switch is sprinp-loaded back
to MClER1A..

1113 - liespiot reset procedure restored the generator? If
voltag-e haes dropped below 32 v, pilot reset procedure
will cause the jenerator to cut in.

1114~ - Compute normal load requirements. The instruictor has
inserted no failures. Total normal load requiremuents
can Ibe computed, as obtained from the aircraft fligh.It
handbook.

D. Subroutine IV.

Subroutine IV determines the condition of the inverters for
supplying a-c powier. The flow diagram is presented in Figure
G-hj while the operations are defined below.
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IV, V 3 V),Silbroqitine
lvi V

TV2 - IV 5Subroutine ill
Oeration I]*T

IN

Fieure 0-It - Siibroutine IV for .lectrical System Simulation

IV1  - Is instnctor's inv-!rtpr no. I fail switch on? Test
instructor's inverter fail switch position.

IV2  - Is instnctor's inverter no. 2 fail switch on? Test
instructor's inverter no. ? fail switch position.

IV3  - Pilot sets instrument power switch s-t to no. 2
inverter position. The instructor has failed either
the no. 1 or no. 2 inverter. The pilot sets the
instument power switch to no. 2 inverter position
in either case.

IV4 - Compute loads associated with no. 1 inverter failure.
These loads can be obtained from the aircraft flirht
handbook for the no. I imerter failure.

IV5 - Compute loads associated with no. ? inverter faihlre.
These loads can lie obtained from the aircraft flirht
handbook for the no. ? inverter failure.

E. Subroutine V.

Subroitine V determines pilot action in event. of a d-c fenerator
failure in a single d-c 1.nerator system. Firure E-5 is the
flow diarram; the ol-rations are defined below.
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Next
System

V1  V2  V V --1 5 V6

Figure G-5 - Subroutine V of Electrical System Simulation

V1  - Instructor's d-c generator fail switch is on. The
instructor has failed the d-c renerator.

V2  - Pilot sets the battery-generator switch to OFF and
BATTFMY-CETERATOR. This procedure cuts out- te
renerator and connects the battery,

V3  - Pilot turns off all nonessential equipment, which
reduces the loads on the battery.

V4  - Compute emergency load requirements. These are the
loads associated with emergency operation and can
be obtained from the flight handbook.

V5  - Start landinp operation. Landinr operation should
begin as soon as possible after emerrencv conditions
are set.

V6  - Input from hydraulic system.

F. Subroutine VI.

Subroutine VI determines the condition of the a-c renerator Ln
a sinfle a-c (-enerator system. The flow diarram is presented
in Figure C-6, and the operations are defined below.

VlI  Vl2  Next Subrou',:ne

System I

Figure C-6 - Subroutine VI of Electrical System Simulation
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VI1  - Is instructor's a-c Fenerator fail switch on? Test
the instructor's a-c renerator fail switch position.

V12  - Compute the normal load requirements of a single a-c
generator system.

0. Subroutine VII.

Subroutine VII brings the air speed within the proper limit for
empr-pncir oppration. Figire (-7 is the flow diarram; the operations
arn definpd below.

-Ii Y--V2 T3 Subroutine

Fifur. 0-7 - Subroutine VII of Electrical Systen Simulation

VII1 - Is air speed above c0() knots? EmerFency power is
renuired, but should not be released if air speed
is above qOO knots to prevent damare to the generator.

V11 2  - Pilot initiates procedure to reduce air speed below
5O0 knots.

VII3  - Input from aerodynamics to reduice air speed.

IT. Subroutine VIII.

Subroutine VIII determines pilot action for emergency operation,
as shown schematically in Figure -R. The operations are defined
below.

VVI1 1{ I2I VIT~T} f VIII
.~ -k

VTTT VITTSubroutine V
6 3 I---IOperation Vq

Figure C-8 - Subroutine VIII for Electrical System Simulation
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VIII 1 - Pilot re]hasns nriri-ncy power. With airspeed below
500 knots, the pilot can now relpase emerrency power.

VI1 2 - Is power needed to adjust the horizontal stabilizer?
The horizontal stabilizer mifht need some adjustment
to maintain control of the aircraft.

V111 3 - Compute enerfencv load reouirements for a single a-c
uenerzitor s-rstem.

VIIII - Pilot actuates horizontal stabilizer manual override
switc, which releases power to the horizontal
:stabi] izer.

VIII 5 - All emerrencv power on to horizontal stabilizer except
366 va. All enieri'ency power is utilized by the hori-
zontal stabilizer except the 366 va needed for cockpit
lifhts, rvro horizon. cabin temperature control, nesa
Fplass, and warnini-lirht relays.

VILI 6 - Input from aerodynamics.

I. Subroutine IX .

Subroutine IX determines the condition qf the d-c Venerator in
a d-c and a-c Venerator srstem. The flow chart is presented in
Figurp 0-9, while the oprations are defined below.S

*1 X2  X3 Operation V5

Siibroutine Suibroutine

x XI

Figure 0-9 - Subroutine IX for Electrical Svstem Simulation

IXI  - Is instructor's d-c Venerator fail switch on? Test
instructor's fail switch position associated with d-c
Venerator.

UX2  - Pilot sets a-c power switch to CENERAT(R position.
The instructor has inserted a d-c Venerator failure.
Necessary d-c power is provided by the a-c Venerator
through a transformer.

1X3  - Caomrte loads associated with d-c generator failure
for a d-c and a-c renerr system. These are the
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required a-c loads and also thp npcessarvr d-c load supplied I
the a-c f enerator throurh thf. transformr.

J. Subroutine X.

Subrotine "I determinps th,' condition of the a-c generator in a
d-c and a-c fen-rator system. The flow chart is presented in
Firure 0-10, and the operations are defined below.

... it Ss e

'~ i SiihroutineV

')peration V
A-1.]

Figure C-lO - Subroutinp X for Electrical qystem Simulation

X - Is instructor's a-c [enerator fail switch on? Test
instructor's fail switch position associated with
a-c renerator.

X2  - Pilot set a-c power switch to IINERTMER position. The
instructor has insertpd an a-c Venerator failure. The
inverter, energized br d-c power, supplies the essential
power.

X3  - Compute loads associated with a-c renerator failure
for a d-c and a-c generator system. These are the
required d-c loads and the necpssary a-c loads supplied
by the inverter.

X4 - Compute normal load requirements for a d-c and a--c
generator system. No generator failures have occurred.
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K. Subroutine XI.

Subroutine XI determines the pilot's action in case both
generators in a d-c and a-c Venerator system fail. Figure G-ll
is the flow chart; the operations are defined below.

x-- 1 X12i XI3 .. -Subroutine V

2 3 Operation V5 ,

Figure 0-11 - Subroutine XI for Electrical System Simulation

XI1  - Pilot turns off all nonessential equipment, which
decrease the load on the battery that provides the
essential d-c power.

X12  - Pilot sets a-c power switch to INVERTER position,
allowinF the battery to provide essential a-c power
through the inverter.

Xl3  - Compute loads associated with both generator failures;
these are the essential a-c and d-c loads.

L. Subroutine XII.

Subroutine XII determines whether engine rpm is at generator
operating speed. The subroutine flow is riven in Firure G-12,
and the operations are defined below.

x~ I2 Subroutine III,

VII IX or XIII

Firure G-12 - Subroutine XII for Electrical System Simulation

XII1 - Is engine speed at proper rpm to operate generators.
The proper engine speeds for operating the generators
can be obtained from the flight handbook.

X112 - Adjust engine speed to generator operating requirement.
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Y, Subrouttine XIII.

Suibroutine XIIJ determiner, the condition of the first fgenerator
in a double a-c (enorator system. Fig-ure 0-1.3 is the flow chart;
the operations art- define-0 below.

XIIi I XITT15 Subroutine

-I XINT

4,--Fj

[XI~I 2  XITI 3 )(13111  Subroutine V

-,H operation V5~

Fifgure 0-13 - Subroutine XIII for Electrical System Simulation

XI1 Is instructor's fail switch associated with first0
fenerator on? Test instructor's fail switch associated
with first Fgenerator.

Y,1I1 2 -Pilot reset procedure: set first generator switch to
P ESET a nd ON.

XII13 - 7iailot re-set procedure restore the first g~renerator?
If the failure is no more severe than an overvoltarye
Or under voltar-e condition, the reset procedure can
cause the Venerator to cut in.

XI1I4h Pilot sets first renerator switch to OFF. This will
cut out the failed generator completeTv-and allow the
second generator to supply the entire electrical system.

XIIJ3 - Compute normal load requiirements for a double a-c Fen-
erator s'rstem.

N. Subroutine XIV.

Subroutine XIV determines the condition of the second generator
in a double a-c renerator system. Figure G-l, is the flow chart,
with the operations defined below.
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Q

boutine 
XIII

peration XlII5 -

Figure 0-I, - Subroutine XIV for Electrical System Simulation

XIVI  - Is instructor's fail switch associated with second
generator on? Test instructor's fail switch position
associated with second generator.

XIV2  - Pilot sets the enerpency hydraulic pump handle to
DMN. The instructor has failed both generators.
EMiergency power is required. This procedure releases
emerFency power.

XIV3  - Pilot turns off all nonessential equipment to conserve
the output of the emergency generator.

XIV4  - Input from hydraulic system. Hydraulic power is
needed to extend the emergency generator.

0. Subroutine XV.

The availability of emergency power is determined in Subroutine
XV, as shown in Figure C-15. The operations are defined below.

XVI XV I 2System

Figure G-15 - Subroutine XV for Electrical System Simulation

A-
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XV1  -Is air speed less than 195 knots?
-V THerf-ency power ivailable to emerpency hydraulic

pumps only. Air speed is less than 1l95 knots. All
emerfgency power is diverted to the hydraulic pumps
so that lateral control of the aircr aft can be
maintained.

XV3  -Cmpuite requirements of emergency loads for a double
XV3 a-c generator system. Air speed .is g-reater than

195 knots so that emergency loads can be computed.

P. Subrotitinn VI.

Subroutine XVI determines whether either or both renerators can
lie restored. The flow is charted in Figure G-16; the operations
are defined below.

XVI V2XVI' V

Subroutine 0SubroutineI

XIII XI

Fig-ure 0-16 - Subroutine XVI f or Electrical System Simulation

XVIl - Pilot sets first ! enerator switch to RESET and ON.
XV12  - Has reset procedure restored the first Fenerator?

XI3- Pilot sets second renerator switch to RMSn, and ONJ.
XVI 1  - H~as reset procedure restored the second gpenerator?
XVI 5 - Retract emergency generator after 15-min continuous

operation to prevent a decrease in frenerator output,

Q.Subroutine XVII.

Subroutine XVII determines whether the ripht g-enerator alone
can be restored. Figure C-17 is the flow chart; the operations
are defined below.
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Subroutine XIII Subroutine V

Operation XITIq Operation V

Figure G-17 - Subroutine XVII for Electrical SYstem Simulation

XVII 1 -Pilot sets right generator sWitch to RESET and ON.
While the emergency generator is retracted,9 the pilot
can attempt to restore the rig-ht generator.

XV112 - Tas pilot reset procedure restored the rig-ht generator?
XVII3 -Pilot sets both generator switches to OFF. Right

generator is not restored.* With generator switches
off, the renerator is cut out completely.

XVIII, Pilot operates emergency generator intermittently.
This is necessarr only if the pilot cannot make an
emerr-ency landing in less than 15 min after emergencyr
operation berins.

Reproduction of this publicatil
in whole or in part is permitted
for any purpose of the United
States Govermient*
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